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Tax on Projects and Time Limit Visitors Are Here From all Parts Cost of Nine Cents a Quart Due Firemen, Police and Troops Are Severely Reprimands An Artist
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of New Mexico and More
and Newspaperman Santa
Within Which They Must
Working Like Mad Men to
Profits.
Save Bridges.
are Coming.
Fe Contingent Large
Be Completed.
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mission on La Bajada
Hill.

The Masonic clans from all parts of
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. The work of
Paris, Jan. 24. The flood situation
(By Staff Correspondent.)
in preparing the case of the government in Paris reached a more critical stage
are
the
The
today
Territory
gathering
San Ildefonso. Jan. 24.
Washington.
!
!
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nomination of Robert S. Fesher to be Santa Fe for the third reunion of the against the big packing concerns of this niornins. The Seine has risen
turn
the Orient this city has begun in earnest. In the nine inches since two o'clock and the etc., etc." t
postmaster at Fort Bayard, Grant Scottish Rite Masons ofsome
of them United States district court today be- river is now higher than since 1S02,
That is one way to describe the
county, was sent to the Senate today. ot New Mexico. In fact
came on Saturday and Sunday al- fore Judge Landis, a special feder- which was the highest point recorded
Comsounds that were heard here
queer
Report of National Waterways
ready. This afternoon at 4:30 o'clock, al grand jury was selected to hear in the history of France except in yesterday at the dances given by the
drunk. Superintendent Clark today
mission.
the Albert Pike Memorial Services evidence and decide whether indict- 1615. A terrible tempest of wind and Indians in this
received a message from County Supueblo before a large
Almost every section of the country will be held in Masonic hall. Hon. ments shall be returned.
Torof
Schools
Burk
of
which swept over Paris at day- audience of Indians, and "pale faces"
rain
perintendent
rance county, that two female teach- will find subjects of local, as well as Thomas B. Catron making tue prinprecaution nas been taken light only added to the horror of the which were literally pale from the
general interest, in the preliminary cipal address. This evening, many of to Every the
ers of his county had been
of the witnesses situation and to the sufferings of the cold drives of ten, twenty and thirty
keep
comtne visitors will attend the perform- secret. A identitynumber of secret poor and homeless. The river
ed after a recent dance. If the fact report of the national waterways
miles taken by enthusiasts who wishlarge
can be established, they too, will mission, submitted to Congress today. ance of "The Lion and the Mouse"
operatives apparently have sents a weird spectacle. Firemen, the ed to witness the weird ceremonies of
Elks
at
recomthe
theater.'
revoked.
This preliminary report
have their certificates
been brought here from other cities, police and the troops are working like the North American Indian.
Tomorrow afternoon at two o'clock Nine Cents a
mends a general plan of conservation
1 ne UUiiru gictuceu iuc i.vii-- w ins
Quart for Milk Too Much mad at all the bridges disentangling
The weather, however, was perfect
of will begin the conferring of the dethe
water
of
with
shaping
New
first
power,
extension
to
Jan. 24. New York to- - blockades, resultina: from floating for the performance of the dances, al- for
York,
grade
plications
which
elaborate
for
ferees
preparar
is in the
lck f a ,fr?y for th? debris
all bridges thouRh a trifle warm for a few of the
county licenses for the full term of projects in the light of future needs of
made by the degree daJ
hvmg'
three years: Frances Eaton, Silver streams; resort to federal and state
Baved.
COst.
The Yellow torrents Indians whose ,yrations might tie de
0.the
be
will
degree
jury investigation into the- are, however, almost flush with the scribed by bordering on the strenuCity; Catherine and Emma Andr-wort- legislation rather than unnecessary conferred for the first
time by this grand
A prosemeat question is pending.
of Malaga Eddy county; Miss channel improvement merely to force
been previous- cuter's inquiry into the cold storage pnarpets of bridges, and traffic over ous.
Dora Berkey, Belen; H. B. Copeland, reduction of railroad freight rates Consistory, having
At sun rise when the first march of
The situation has begun. Meetings in pro- the frailer ones has been stopped.
ly to this only communicated.
All cellars along the quays are full of the Indian dancers took place until
Lordsburg; Maggie Sloan of Corona; with inhibition on the other hand of
to-- ,
conferred
will
be
that
test against the high prices of food water.
Mrs. Saliie Walker Stockard
The streets
manipulation of such rates to freeze degrees
around the late in the afternoon when the last
of Chamber of
of Texico; Etta Allison of Ra- out water competition; a uniform sys- morrow afternoon will be the fourth, have been called, and pledges
are considered
"
Deputies
had echoed from the
In
and
the:
ninth
tenth.
sixth,
fifth,
abstinence from meat are being num- unsafe and traffic on those thoroughton; Mary Nell Rhea of Gallup; tem of distribution of cost of water
of the Indians' drums and the
throats
o'clock the four-at
evening
eight
Ross
H.
of
A
Laura McClaskey
Raton;
erously signed.
grand jury today fares has been forbidden. The baseways improvement between federal,
"Hi-e- ,
On Wedfrom the lungs of the
conferred.
also began inquiry into the milk ment of the Palais de Justice is full last
Wood of Chama; Mrs. Harriet K. state and local government; advance teenth will be
and
fifteenth
the
final
the
dancers
and
afternoon,
nesday
EvanYorkto
New
whether
learn
prices,
Bieger, of Gallup; Sister Mary
of multiplication of ports; restriction
degrees will be conferred ers are paying nine cents a quart of water and the first floor of the face had been made with the utmost
gelist of Mesilla; Miss Ora Russell of of dam construction permits; inau- eighteenth
Police station is untenable. precision, the affair was one to hold
t
twenty-firsin
the
the evening
and
for milk because of a combine of Central
Magdalena.
The
guration of such waterway projects degree will be conferred and after
partial
crippling of the water sujc in a maic spell the man, woman or
For five year professional certifi- only as can be completed within a the work a light lunch will be served greediness for bigger profits.
threatens a city water famine. child who had never before witnessed
ply
Pork Goes Down.
cate: Miss Bertha Papen of Las
reasonable time; a federal tax on pow- and a smoker given. On Thursday
The surface and underground railways a real Indian dance done by Indians
Miss Emma Parrett of Tajique; er furnished to consumers; reserva- fnretinnn the thirtieth degree will be
Chicago, Jan. 24. The widespread are partially suspended, but railroad
in an Indian pueblo.
Veof
Miss Marie Schaeffer of East Las
ha nfternnnn the agitation against the high price
tion by the government of the right to
traffic south of Paris is completely
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alter or repeal power grants.
The degrees not mendemoralized. The situation at several
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The announcements concerning the
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to
67
declined
Life certificates: H. B. Collier of
pork
whenThe commission holds that the fed- tioned will be communicated
places up and down the river is deElida; Miss Mary Eckels of Silver eral
ever time and nnnnrtiinitv will nermit. from Saturday's closing figures. Other plorable, and reports this morning in- dance as published in the New Mexino
has
proprietary
government
of
can seemed to have attracted a
Products also showed decilens.
City; Superintendent C. E Grover ,
dicate that a quarter of France is un- deal of attention for Santa Fe andgood
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Sweick-ardright
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Miss
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witnessed it. Parties came out to the
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Saturday evening,
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Paris, Jan. 24. The eastern cen- "Jessy" Nusbaum, the eminent pho.Ymall S War! A nt Tlnla. Ohio.
avarice of the tariff protected trusts,
will
Control
of
Board
give
Armory
and southeastern districts of tographer and young
for a lock suited to the locality and to a dance
at the Armory. It will be a according to E. P. Ripley, president tral
archaeologist
Honorary life certificates: Sister probable traffic development.
are terribly afflicted. Valleys
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who
Fe
Santa
the
with the Inenjoys
railroad,
great
popularity
Mary Eustacia of Bernalillo; Louise
busy week for the visitors but unfortuand plains are inundated and towns dians and he merits the
Power development at government
the weather bureau does not ing the winter here. "General
good will of
Mary Schnepple of Santa Fe; Mrs. L.
are in darkness. The cities of
inor
purcreases
for
of
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irrigation
and
the
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the
for the assistance he
coun
faces"
navigation
rapid
out promise for fair weather.
"pale
W. Wallace of Hachita, Grant
Mlacon, Chalons Sur Saone
crease of money in circulation are
poses should be utilized and adequatelent in making them comfortable. An
ty; Sister Mary Margaret of
and Epernay and the entire Chamcauses
the
of
among
high
ly charged for.
prices,"
FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
the introduction to an Indian from Mr.
Mr- Ripley, "but extravagance is pagne country are experiencing
said
Nusbaum was better than gold and the
FIGHT
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recommends
that
TO
commission
The
Circle
Board reported
The Reading
the paramount cause. Most house-Joh- most disastrous flood since 1S56. chief saw that the sun of their hospiR. E. Asplund before the granting of rights to conthat it had
in
the
Water
many villages along
D. Rockefeller" Takes a Hand wives will pay three to four times
as secretary and manager, a position struct dams in any navigable stream,
Sanone and Marne reaches to the tality never set on the white folks
a
much
in
done
foods
for
up
fancy
Establish
to
and Helps
Newspahe has occupied since the Circle was the whole stream, or at least such
loss thus introduced.
pacuages as tney win tor tne same roofs of dwellings. The property Forpens in Virginia.
founded.
The tallyho which left Santa Fe at
part as will be affected by the prointo
millions
of
francs.
wiil
run
iooas wunoui me inns.
loss of life has been 2 a. m., arrived here before the sunThe board endorsed the work of posed construction should be surveythe
tunately
No Change in Price of Stock.
Norfolk, Va. Jan. 24. According to
rise march. Mr. Williams in charge
small.
Professor John J. Vaughn, professor ed; that, it constitutional auuioriiy
D. RockeKansas City, Jan. 24. Buyers repI of it was the envy of all who had fail
of history of the New Mexico Col- therefor exists the grants should au- reliable information, John
in
Switzerland.
Avalanches
$5,000,-00feller several months ago gave
resenting the packers were at the
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic thorize the secretary of the war or
Bernes Switzerland, Jan. 24. Im- ed to wear a fur coat for the early
to aid in the fight being waged stock yards early today to take adthe
a
to
officials
other
for
charge
in
regulate
publication
Arts,
preparing
mense
damage has been done by morning breeze had a sting- in it that
the saloon
the
vantage of any reduction in the price floods in Switzerland.
A dozen ava- was not compatiable with the weathmanuscript of a brief history of for the power furnished consumers against ana otner by
temperance orgam-- ; of livestock, but there was no
league
New Mexico for the purpose of
and should expressly reserve to
in which sev- er reports of Observers Linney and
are
lanches
reported
a
was
that
It
stipulated
usual change in quotations. It is said
the newcomer to the Terthe right to alter, amend or
Sloan at the Santa Fe weather bureau.
were engulfed.
portion of this money was to be used to be the purpc.Se of the packers to eral chalets
local
historical
facts
the
with
Mr. Williams showed such dexterity
repeat.
ritory
Rain.
Then
variand
Blizzard
in
in
establishing newspapers
lay in a big suppiy of livestock
which otherwise it would be difficult
Will Lower Railroad Rates.
OUS siaies OI me uuiuu.
Rheims, France, Jan. 24. Yestjer- in finding the trails which provided
should urices fall. T?nt farmers and
for such newcomer to gather. The
of
While not denying the tendency
But the bulk of the money neces-- j ranchers it Is said will ston shinnine da''s snow storm was scceeded tQ- - ozone toT the lungs of his partv and
'
v..
history is being published chapter by river improvements to lower railroad sary to establish the plants was to be tj,rv'.7 tv,'
,i
..!n.
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oy loireauai
iaius and the those of people In carriages that fol- t k
day
chapter in the New Mexico Journal rates the commission holds It undesir- - furnished by individuals.
Tours sur lowed the tallyho homeward yester- is
Marne
of prices at the stock
Three
rapidly.
rising
Practical'
yards.
of Education.
river
simten
water
is
to
under
houses rtay via Nambe Falls that it is said the
and
able expend money upon
the states to start papers almost
ly all the labor unions in this city Marae
The board decided not to
nel s0ieiv fOF this effect on rates. ultaneously are Virginia, Florida and have now enlisted in the crusade have fallen. A score of other build- - order of Past Master of Path Finders
conntv institutes in counties where Tlift fimdoniaTital nritorinn
it savs Washington.
will be conferred upon him.
In Virginia the paper
ings will probably collapse.
summer, normal schools are held. The it be a railway or a waterway, is known as the Virginian, is to be against high prices.
In the tallyho party were Mr. and
for
On
Rroofs
Help.
Crying
board also considered tne matter or ,h.ri Pniiatriirted or imnroved. will printed each Monday and will he
24.
Mrs.
Jan.
The
Sur
Wakeley,- - Mr. Davis, Mr. Drew,
Saon,
Chalons,
J. L. MARTINEZ. THIRD
giving credits for successful work in b
profitable investment. Pointing published six clays of the week.
VICTIM OF PNEUMONIA. dyke at Saon Au Dubois broke last Mr. and Mrs. Pankey, Miss Lawhon,
It is also stipulated, it is said that
evening, inundating the village. The Miss Martin, Miss Dysart with Mr.
inn unr.i tne next meennsr.
arilv reduced rates and continued in order to have the use of Mr.
streets
of Chalons are under water Williams as chief driver.
Several applications for certificates them
upon a lower basis until com-- Rockefeller's money the .paper is not Follows Two Other Members of His and two persons were drowned. Hun- At 4 o'clock a second party compos- tiu"
uiii icauicia wcic ueiu uiiuci
Family to Grave Within
peting water lines have been driven to be issued on Sunday, except where
dreds of persons are on the roofs of ed of Dr. John P. Wagner, his two
Fortninht.
out of business, the commission conditions make it imperative.
their nearly submerged homes, cry- sons, Harold and Rupert Wagner, and
The Richmond Virginian is capitalwhen a rate is once
that
recommends
for help. Boats are being used by a newspaper man, left for the pueblo
"it even appearing that a signature of
Juan Lujan y Martinez died of pneu- ing
reduced by a railroad the rate should ized at $125,000, but it is boasted that
arriving here about 8 a.m. They rean endorser had been forged.
rescuing
parties.
are
"many millions behind it." monia at 4 o'clock this morning at his
not be permitted to be raised again, there
No Boozers for Census Work.
ported that they found large quantiRelief.
Voted
for
$400,000
home of the Canon road. Mr. MartiCensus Supervisor Paul A. F. Wal- unless, after hearing by the interstate LIBERALS MADE GOOD
24. Premier Briand, in ties of liquid air on the way out.
Jan.
Paris,
nez is the third member of his family
Doctor Wagner and his party were
ter announces that he will not recom- commerce commission, or other comthe Chamber of Deputies, which met
SHOWING ON SATURDAY. to succumb to
pneumonia within a by
mend for appointment as enumerators petent body, it should be found that
by Chief
inrtoduced a bill entertained at a
today,
lamp
light
rests upon
period of fifteen days. He was born
Antonio
whom
to
were
Domingo
any persons who are known to be ex- such proposed increase
they
for
relief
the
Retained Fifteen Seats Previous- in Santa Fe 41
appropriating $400,000
years ago and was edu- of
cessive users of intoxicants and there- changed conditions other than the They
Ow- introduced by Mr. Nusbaum.
was
sufferers.
the
It
Sevin
Held
Contest
passed.
for
ly
cated in the schools here. He followHot coffee and rolls were served by
fore liable to become drunk while elimination or decrease of water comof getting food
enteen.
ed agricultural pursuits and was a suc- ing to the difficulty
most
essential
requireThe
census.
As
the
limits
law
the
petition.
taking
have in- Indian dignataries to their pale and
24. The Liberals ma?
into
market
Jan.
the
prices
city,
London,
cessful farmer. He leaves a widow
of water
the time for taking the census to ment for their
shivering friends in a "salle a manger"
terially increase their score owing to and five children, three sons and two creased, adding another element of on
establishbe
the
to
no
traffic
asserted
is
chances
can
be
taken
days
the other side of the square. A fine
thirty
is
classes.
elecIt
returns
to
from
the
distress
poorer
today's
on enumerators who are liable to fall ment of harmonious' relations be- - tion for members of Saturday's
daughters.
young Indian woman with
looking
thousand
Parliament. They
The funeral will take place at 8 a. estimated that twenty-fivby the wayside.
jtween railways and water lines. In retain fifteen seats previously held
been thrown out of em- laugning eyes and still more laughing
laborers
have
Good Roads Work.
practically every case of water routes out of a total of seventeen contests. in. Wednesday from the Cathedral. Di ployment by the floods.
It is now smile saw that the tenderfeet who
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall the boats are operated, the report
David Lloyd George, chancellor of rector Hanson, of the Wagner Under- believed that the Eiffel tower, the came there to get warm were allowed
has offered to the Territorial Good says, in connection and In harmony the exchequer and author of the bud taking Establishment, will have charge foundations of which were threatened to go close to the blazing logs in the
of the funeral arrangements.
Roads Commission the use of thirty with railway lines. The commission
get which led to the general elecby the water, is no longer in danger. open fire place.
Cochiti Pueblos to work on the Santa believes transportation facilities will tions was
Mass at 9:30.
but his majority SUGAR
The rivers Rhone and Loire are reScenic Highway pass- be staill further promoted by compell- was 146 less
TRUST OFFICIAL
Father
than last time.
the Catholic
Haelterman,
the
situation
to
be
and
falling
ASKS FOR IMMUNITY. ported
agreeing through Santo Domingo, Cochiti ing joint rates and
and pastor, celebrated high
Troy-es- ,
priest
at
is
Limoges,
Lyons,
improved
Inand other Indian villages. The
ments, through bills of lading, and CHOSE HIS FATHER'S GRAVE
mass in the village church at 9:30 a.
Annecy and Auxerre.
Asserts That He Had Appeared Be
dians will go in camp at La Bajada
connection between rail and
m. There was a large crowd in the
physical
SUICIDE
FOR
ATTEMPT.
to
work
be
fore
Grand
will
on
and
the
Several
put
reducing the water terminals.
Jury
the men going to the left' or
church,
THIRTY-ONDEAD
ARE
Occasions.
grade over La Bajada hill, twenty
But Cold Weather at Cincinnati' CounAND TWO MISSING. gospel side of the church and the womiles south of Santa Fe. The Com- TWENTY-THREJAPANESE
men to the risht or epistle side. A
teracted the Effect of the
New York, Jan. 24. Charles at.
mission is also getting ready a camp
BY OFFICERS.
ARRESTED
Poison.
Others Were Injured in Santa Fe newspaper man who stood a
for convicts who will be put to work
Heike, secretary of the American Forty-silittle too close to the center of the
Cincinnati, Jan. 24. Earl Kaufman, Sugar Refining Company, sought to-Wreck at Spanish River,
on the road soutu of Thornton next
church incurred the- displeasure of a
Accused of Violating the Regulation 23 years old, chose his father's grave day to avoid
Canada.
j
week.
for
alleged
prosecution
for Protection of Birds of
as
to
lormer inaian cniei or governor wno
a
to
Fish Hatchery.
place
attempt
yesterday
frauds on the
sugar
let everyone know that although shorn
commit suicide. This fact caused claim of having taken an "immunity
Plumage.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P,
Toronto, Ont., Jan. 24. Thirty-onin- - of his spurs he could still "ride in
him to fail in his purpose. Physi- bath".
When Heike was arraigned dead, two missing and forty-siGable received assurance from DeleHe pressed the press
24. Twenty-threcians who attended him said the ac- this morning his counsel presented jured is the total toll of the Spanish the saddle."
Jan.
Washington,
gate to Congress W. H. Andrews that
of the poison which Kaufman the plea that his client had appeared river disaster of Friday night. Both representative to one side and said:
tion
to
have
an
on
been
arrested
have
seek
will
he
Japanese
incorporated
appropriation for $2,500 Ifor a fish the Hawaiian islands under the regu- swallowed was retarded by the cold several times before the grand jury coaches have been raised from the "If you want any foolishness around
hatchery in New Mexico in the sun lations preventing the destruction of and damp of the cemetery and de- which Investigated the sugar frauds river and the dead removed. There here I don't." This caused a titter
dry civil appropriation bill. The ' site birds of plumage. They will be clared that had the poison been taken and was therefore entitled to immun- - may be a few bodies in the river, but among the members of the Santa Fe
.
turned over to the United States in a warm room, death would have ity. The court took the matter under this the officials are not inclined to t
come quickly.
admit.
marshal at Honolulu for trial.
advisement.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
(Continued on Pago Eight.)
Special to the New Mexican.

The territorial board of education
will not stand for teachers who drink
to excess. At its session on Saturday it revoked the licenses to teach
of Jesus Maria Jaramillo of El Rito,
and of Jose Ortiz y Baca for being
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Southeast Corner plaza, Santa Fe.

My Babies, O!

No. 40

01

THE FINEST AND FULL LINEOF
Diamonds, Watches, CIookh

Jewelry, Silverware,

My Babies, will

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

Big Ranch Sale The Lucas &. Reynolds ranch on Black River, Eddy
county, has heen sold for $150,000 to
Jefferson D. Hagier, of Fort Worth,
Tex. The ranch covers 1,500 acres.
New Jail for Tucumcari
Quay
have authorcounty commissioners
ized an issue of $10,000 honds for a
new jail at Tucumcari for which I. H.
Rapp, architect of Santa Fe, is drawing the nlans.
Texico Has Its Weekly Fire The
Coke and Osborne residences at Texico, Curry county, were badly damaged by a Are last week, although
hard work by a bucket brigade prevented total destruction of the two
buildings.
n
Rally at Raton YesDr. B. S. McGowan,
at
Raton,
terday
president of the New Mexico Normal
University at Las Vegas made
in two churches at Raton,
and toeether with Superintendent J.
C. Seder of the
League,
addressed a mass meeting in the
afternoon.
Caught Thief Promptly. Norman
Margah, working on Edgar's goat
ranch near Lordsburg was arrested
while making for the Mexico boundary on the charge of stealing a lot
of bedding, camp equipage and a gold
chain belonging to H. A. Reynolds.
Margah confessed and was sent to
jail for ninety day.
Sensational Arrests at Deming As
E. S. Clark, a conductor on the Southern Pacific, stepped from his train at
Deming, he was arrested by two
secret' service men on the charge of
conspiracy to smuggle Chinese from
Mexico into the United States. N. W
Shine, a conductor on a freight train
was arrested on the same charge.
Ghost Hunting at Raton A crowd
or more people, who
of seventy-fiv- e
had gathered at the vacant Fulbright
property at Raton to slay a ghost who
had disturbed several tenants who
had moved out on account of the vis
its of his ghostship, were driven
from the property by its owner before the time that the ghost usually
appeared.
Four Deaths at Silver City The
Silver City Enterprise last week recorded the following four deaths : Captain Edward Bates Eno, a stock commission broder who died of heart failure. Mrs. Lawrence E. Lindsey, wife
of J. R. Lindsey, secretary of the St.
Louis and Southern Railroad Company. "William Petty, aged 45, a na
tive of Kentucky, and Mrs. Hattie
Wicker, aged. 48, a native of Lincoln
Center, Kansas.
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FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
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Undertaker and Embalier
J. D. MULLIGAN
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Personal Attention
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SATISFACTORILY
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DONE.

OUR GflUDffl

Alfa lea
Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

ram
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MANUFACTURER OF

night Price.

Right Goods
Right Serviso

COMMENCING MONDAY JANUARY 17.
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AND CONTINUING. FOR TWO
WEEKS ONLY OUR ENTIRE LINE

uslin Underwear I

Every month I had
such a bearing (town
sensation, ; if the
lower parts would
fall out. Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
done my nerves a
great deal of good
J: Lu.:::" Or,:?-- I and
hns also relieved
the bearing down. 1 recommended it
to some friends and two of them have
been creatly benefited by it." .Mrs.
Mae ik KNiniiT, Oronogo, Mo.
a--

We have marked thesegoods down and they
will be sold below the manufacture cost. Everything in the line offered is bright and stylish.
Come early aid makeyour selection while the
stock is complete and get the best value ever
offered the people of banta Fe.

Another !rntei'ul Woman.

"1 was bothered
St. Louis, Mo.
terribly with a female weakness and
had backache, bearing down pains and
pains in lower parts. I began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound regularly and used the Sanative
Wash and now 1 have no more troubles
that way." Mrs. Ai.. Hkkzoo, 5722
Prescott Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Because your case is a diHicu.t one,
doctors having done you no good,
do not continue to suffer without
giving Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound a trial. 1 1 surely has cured
many cases of female ills, such as in-

HI

MEXICAN FILIGREE
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Date
WtLWT
Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco 8t.

and
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Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing und
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir

PHONE

36

TTni lli

flammation, ulceration, displacements,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
pains, backache, that bearing-dow- n
feeling, indigestion, dizziness, and nervous prostration. It costs but a trifle
to try it, and the result is worth millions to many suffering women.
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THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE
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THE SAME OLD STORY
DEAR FRIENDS:

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coiniDg to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of so many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Store pleased and happy.
"V7E

I u;Mnp) oirv TriDino
Denver,

Colo.,

Jan.

24.

Weather

forecast for New
Mexico: Tonight partly cloudy
and warmer.
Tuesday fair in

HOW DID

south portion. Rain or snow
in north portion and colder.

Getting Together From reports,
seems as if Fort Sumner and Sunny-sia-

DO

THIS TOU ASK

"Listen, We absolutely gnarantee tc
any person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Raaor
thatycu mayposess and can be operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any f me you nnd it convenient to call,
and would b pleappd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an
tdge on it for you.

e

are at last getting together.
Postoflice Inspector Crawford of Albuquerque, attended a mass meeting
at which it was resolved that the
name of the postoflice shall be Fort
Sumner. It is Sunnyside at present.

Bulletin The
Snowfall
Colorado
Colorado snowfall bulletin just received by the local weather bureau
gives some inkling 01 the probabilities of flood on the San Juan and
Rio Grande. It says: xa the region
drained by the Rio Grande, the snowfall has been greater than for the
pqriqd last year as
Corresponding
well as greater than the average. In !1
V
the region of the San Juan and its
tributaries the fall has been unusual 1
Phone
Phone
ly heavy."
Have It
If It's Hardware
No 14
No
14
Rain and Colder Rain and colder
i
weather are predicted for tomorrow
in New Mexico. Tonignt is to be
partly cloudy and warmer. Yesterday and Saturday were again ideal
days and the relative humidity yesWHOLESALE
terday morning was down to 55 per
cent. The maximum temperature in
AND RETAIL
the shade was 54 degrees, in the sun
RATON
86 degrees.
The minimum last night
was ol degrees.
A year ago today
Yankee:
it was warm and partly cloudy. The
maximum temperature was 51 degrees
the minimum 32 degrees and the sunAnthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
shine 50 per cent.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
D.
J.
Head
Injunction Against
MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Amelia Biernbaum and E. H. Biern-bau- m
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
of Mora, have obtained a temTelephone 85
Telephone 85
porary injunction out of the district
court at Las Vegas, to restrain J. D.
Hand of Los Alamos, from going upon
and constructing ditches on certain
lands im Mora county. The tract covers 2,500 acres.
Raided a Hop Joint Mounted PoMade in New Mexico.
and
liceman J. A. Beal of Deming
Line Rider Ash last week raided the
wash house of Sing Sing at Lordsburg. They found it occupied by several women, a local official and an
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY ASK FORA
other white man. They confiscated
SAMPLE
ONLY AT
a canfull of stuff that looked like
opium but which the Chinaman declared was a meat sauce.

Weed
HARDWARE CO.

,

s

I

Wood

a!

Screened

Leras

cerrillos

Lump

Unsurpassed Chocolates

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

It is an admitted itwA taut real estate, financial men and merchants all
eay that quickest and best results ale
obtained by advertising in the New

it

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT la guaranteed to cure
Bleeding or Pro.
any caaeof Itching, Blind
trudlng Piles In 6 to 14 days or imoney re-

funded.

IS

Uivory

have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES

Mexican.

culars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

BROS. COMPANY

FOR HALF

Anti-Saloo-

pitz

436 Canon Road
19

you

come?
The candles bnrn, the stockings
are all filled;
(So strange your piping voices
should be stilled!)
Here hang the painted trumpet and
the drum.
My Babies. How the Christmas Night
is black,
You will not, ah; you will not wander back.
St. Louis Mirror.

Co

Telephone

CFF FOR

1

letter.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

rated

An Exceptional Opportunity

i

WITH

MIIH

Incorporated 1903 1

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN if PATRON

ri

Abo VARIETY FRESH YEAST

CALL

Established 1856.
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WANDER BACK.
(By Hanlon Leonard Fisher)
wander
My Babies, O! My Babies,
back!
The Christmas Tree is hung again
wiih gold;
n Si I
With all the gifts you loved, the
new, the old;
words await youAnd whispered
wander back.
My Babies, O! My Babies bring me Added
Long List due
back
This
Remedy.
Your kisses and your laughing lips to
again ;
Oronogo, Mo. "I was simply a ner
The years shall be forgot, forgot vous wreck. I could not walk across
the lloor without
the pain,
my heart tluttering
And aching arms shall press you
and 1 could not even
'
wander back.
receive a

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansv
Bobolink

j
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WILLIAMS

San Francisco St.

&

No Contagious disease allowedjln our hacks

59c.

NOTICE
ZOOK'S PHARMACY,
IS LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

RISING
Phone Red 139

1

MONDAY,

JANUARY 24, 1910.

GOOD NEWS.

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
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ner as guests of John Hays Hammond.
He also dined with all the governors
at the White House.

I

MREV

pive.

New Mexico Military Institute"

,

Uncle Sam is Real Cruel.
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Some two hundred
aright young
Weat Point of th fcouthweat
Th
111
and
the
j
news
fast."
travels
men hired by Gifford Pinchot as for"Good
iCH'lp-JTtfZffDetailed by War Department
Officers
Armv
,8
est rangers and sent to college to
thousands of bad back sufferers in
To
"
chect
to
learn
with
that prompt
Army Inspectors RANK SCUOOL IN CLASS
learn the business, will be informed Hi' iiu. sureearly
Santa Fe are glad
rolflsorGrfpr
li.
fur lmMimnniu. To slop a cold
"A."
salwhen
relief is within their reach. Many a It is
with
their
collect
to
Prevent
ics is saf.T than to lot it nm aii'l Iw
attempt
Considerably in the aries they
to i ur it afterwards To ttesur...
next pay day that they cannot oiiii. ii will
Through Academic course, preparing young
lame., weak and achinz back Is bad no
'
a deeply
rnM. Ixit
Public Eye These Winter be educated at the expense of the tik- ti earls cure
men for college or for business life. Great
ut tli smwze ftni th-- v l,renk. or
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
thecnlila. That's surely better.
Our citizens are telling the good news
amount of open air work. Healihlew location
government, and, furthermore, they T hat s why theyearly
are called PreveMirs.
Days
1'r.
little Candy Cold Cures. No Onln- cannot draw salaries while they are Itie.
of their experience with the Old
of
any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
no Dhysie. nothiti
sickenintr. N'ioe fur tha
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
learning the duties they were employ- children and thoroughly safe fto. If you feel
if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think of:
worth reading:
West
at an e'evatloc of 3,700
of
KEIFER'S STATEHOOD SPEECH ed to jierform. So the comptroller of chilly,
I'reventics. .Promptness may also save hulf your
the
spot
sickness. And don't forget your child, if
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria street,
the treasury decides in a decision ansunshine everv day, but
sea
feet
above
level,
there
is
feverishness, nichtor day. Herein prolinounced.
iSanta Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
lies I'reventics' greatest eilieieiicy. Sold in .
snow
or
rain
Ittie
during sessiou.
boxes of
no severe return of kidney trouble Two Hundred Forest
The rangers are attending the short fx- hoxesfor tie- - pocket, also in
Prevention.
Officers
and
Eleven
Insist
ou
Rangers
vou
Kivinu
druirzisti
Instructc', all gradu
your
since using Doan's Kidney Pills sevcourses at the University of Washingeastern colleges. Ten
from
statdard
ates
Not
WhoWUl
Get
Their
have
I
eral years ago. Now and then
ton, the University of Montana, the
bulidlngs, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
Salaries.
Utah Agricultural College, and the
noticed a slight attack of backache,
and
modern Ip all respects.
Pills
but at such times Doan's Kidney
University of Colorado.
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS
forhave given quick and positive relief. Special Correspondence of the New
The disbursing officers of the
miserable
made
Vice
President; J. Phelps White,
G, Hamilton,
Fcr a long time I was
estry service have been instructed not
Mexican.
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
; W. M. Atkinson
and
my
Treasure.-of
complaint
Secretary, and W
to
the salaries of these young
kidney
by spells
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. Repre- menpay
colA
back often so lame and painful that I sentative
while
are
Fllyan
the
they
attending
the enumeration will be such that an
Keifer, Republican, of Ohio,
could scarcely do anything. I did not said
men themselves enumerator could not
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
ad- leges, and the young
. .''-r1
of
bills
make fair U r--:
the
the
upon
passage
I
whether
be
will
been
informed
have
that
address.
sleep well and no matter
they
New Mexico and Arizona to
were lying down or standing up, the mitting'
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
expected to go to work for their living j estanushed.
statehood:
trouble was in evidence. The kidney
at the earliest possible moment.
Superintendent.
This
was
announcement
made
by
"Mr. Speaker, I expect to vote for
secretions annoyed me both day and
Acting Forester McCabe is named Census Director Durand Saturday, in
two
this
creates
it
bill, although
as the person who discovered that the order to counteract
night by their irregularity in passage
the deterrent ef-- !
out of territory that is not very
and there was a heavy sediment in
forestry bureau was carrying the feet upon applications for enumera-- ;
ter1
of
tried
The
regions
thickly populated.
them. After several remedies
names of 200 young students in for- tors"
in the far west and south-- j
had failed to help me, I procured ritory that will comprise these otwo estry on the rolls as rangers while west places
states
of
the widely circulated
sixty-twBurstates
have
waited
for
about
!
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling,
they were attending college. He wired and erroneous statement that per cap- were
for
lived
after
admission,
years
and
they
store
&
they
rows Co.'s drug
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
officers to cut them off the ita rates of iwv were tn lip
in
I expected to be brought into statehood. disbursing
them.
made
for
claims
of these waters
all
the
to
matter
up
rolls, and then reported the
lhe sr)arsev nonulated reeions named. located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency tested
by the
been
has
have never hesitated to say a good Senator Thomas Hart Benton says to the secretary of agriculture.
throughly
j
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-flv- e
xhe classification of Rates.
to
in the
attested
cures
miraculous
statword for Doan's Kidney Pills when the that the war. with Mexico was to acno
Secretary Wilson could find
,n tw connection the director has of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Rheuquire this territory to make into slave
diseases:
Paralysis,
following
opportunity has occurred."
issued to the census supervisors a deFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 states at once. He says that those pay these young men, and asked the tailed
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
statement of the classification
Co., Buffalo, who got up that war did not want to
cents. Foster-MilburSyphilitic
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
comptroller for advice.
of rates adopted for the compensation
Grande
New York, sole agents for the United have war only large enough for a
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
Tracewell announced of enumerators in the Thirteenth cenComptroller
s.
treaty of peace to acquire territories his decision. He says in effect, the
States.
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female
15 next.
etc. Board, lodging and bath
The temperature of these waters is
Remember the name Doan's and from poor Mexico, but not large grave doubts as to the legality of the sus, commencing April
There are three general rates the from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
enough to make aspirants for the prestake no other.
payments that disturbed Mr. McCabe
idency of the United States. If this affect him also. In his search of the per capita, the mixed, and the per carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
statement was true, there was great statutes he has been unable to find diem.
TO AND FROM ROSWELI..
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
No part of any terriConnection made wltn Automobile disappointment.
The first and second general rates year round. There is now a commod upon request. This resort is attracthat authorizes such payline at Torrance for Roswell daily, tory acquired from Mexico at the end anything
five subdivisions each.
ious hotel for the convenience of in tive at all seasons and is open all
have
ments.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- of that war ever became slave, and
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
"to
diem
The
rates
from
as
$3
Louis
Ilfeld
he
is
says,
per
range
here,
well at 4 a. ni., and arrives at Roswell General Zachary Taylor was elected
9 a. m. and
to
valise."
$5.50
and
$3.50,
$4, $4.50, $5,
home in his
$6, and from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- president in 1848, and Franklin take statehood
5 p. m., the
not
at
are
Caliente
reach
Ojo
accepted.
diseases,
contagious
to
be
are
of
a
for
paid
day
areight
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and
Pearce in 1852, the latter defeating
These w?ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
hours' work.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The General Winfield Scott the same year. WAGE SCALE FOR
to the gallon, being address:
on
enumerators
For
CENSUS ENUMERATORS.
the per capita of alkaline salts
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Scott and Taylor were distinguished
basis which will be that most widely
is $5.80 and between Torrance and commanders in the Mexican war.
There Will Be Three Classes Graded used, the pay for each inhabitant is:
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto"On February 2, 1848, the treaty of
Class A, 2 cents; class B, 2 2 cents;
Coantv- - N iW
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, Guadalupe-HidalgAccording to Nature of District
Ojo
o
concluded.
was
class C, 3 cents; class D, 3 2 cents,
He Counts.
acand class E. 4 cents. Such enumera24.
The New Mexican Printing Com- By that treaty the United States
The
D.
Jan.
Washington,
C,
quired upper California and New Mexpany has on hand a large supply of ico territories. The latter then in- varying wage scale in different parts tors will also be paid for each farm as
acbool
for
in follows: Class A, 20 cents; class B,
pads and tablets suitable
cluded substantially all the present of the country and the differences
22
for
also
cents; class C, 25 cents; class
and
lawyers
difthe
desk,
local
work,
of Arizona. Then it was ex- the nature of extent of the
D, 2? 2 cents, and class E, 30 cents.
and merchants; good everywhere. We territory
enumerators
the
ficulties
confronting
Mexico
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. pected that immediately New
divisions of These rates are in each case 5 cents
woulid be admitted as a state in the in the larger geological
and or more higher than those paid in
influenced
have
United
States
the
Union, where slavery would exist.
1900, when the range was from 15 to
guided United States Census Director
"The representative of the United Durand in the adontion of a classifica 20 cents. For each establishment of
HACK
States at that treaty, Mr. N. B. Trist, tion of enumerators' rates of comnen- - Productive industry the rate for each
From
in reporting what took place at the
class is 30 cents. For each barn and
TO
sation, within the limits prescribed by
state
of
to
the
stated
treaty,
secretary
the United States census law enacted j inclosure containing ; live stock, not on
BARRANCA TO TAOS
in a letter that the commissioners on
farms, the pay is 10 cents for each
Congress.
Meets Both North South the part of Mexico asked that there byThe
class.
different classes of rates will
should be a proviso in the treaty that
Under the mixed rate, which is a
Bounds Trains.
so
be
applied that in general the aver-- !
ceded to the United
the
of the per capita and the Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fa go
territory
combination
of
on
the arrival
substanLeaves Barranca
States should be forever free, alleging age enumerator will earn
are five subclasses althere
diem,
per
at
one
arries
amount
train
in
and
bound
same
actual
north
the
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
the
a reason that it wos dedicated to tially
as
and the per
phabetically
arranged,
7
m.
even
in
Taos at
p.
as
though
district
another,
Mexican authority. He
freedom
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Ten miles shorter than any other said he by the
the population may be much sparser diem is: Class F $1; G, $1.25; I,
scorn
to
in
that
responded
$2.
and
each
For
$1.75;
inhabitant
J,
in one than in the other, with other
way. Good covered hack and good
Payable Tarougaout the Uaitei States. Canada. Mexco
2 cents; G, 2 2
by saying to the Mexican commissionis the pay is: Class F,
teams.
also different.
conditions
Regard
ers
than
rather
that
put that provision
and all Foreign Countries.
H, 2
I, 2
cents,
Tiling- a.caa.a to Male Pas in the treaty he would decline to take paid to the fact that prevailing wages cents; 3 cents. cents;
each farm: Class
For
and
J,
Comfortatle,
some
in
are
and
salaries
REMITTANCES SENT BY
parts
higher
sangei
any territory whatever; that he
F, 15 cents G, 17
cents; H, 17
would not agree to it if the territory of the country than in others, but, ' cents; I and J, 20 cents each. For
of upper California and New Mexico aside from this, the director's aim is each establishment of productive inwere covered over 1 foot thick in solid to adjust the rates so as to make the dustry the rate is 20 cents for each
Ornamental Doors.
of enumerators substantially
gold; that it was to be dedicated to earnings
class.
uniform. Where the per capita rates
slavery. By the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalg- o
we acquired these territories, would not give sufficient pay, the SERIES OF GRAVE
rates are prescribed. The
$15,000,000
CRIMES AT SAN ANTONIO.
therefor, in addi- per diem
paying
will be so adjusted
in
rates
general
tion to the cost of the war, and by
as to give a slightly higher average Detective Frank
the Gadsen purchase, paying,
Newman, Shot While
to the enumerators than they
more, we acquired, December amount
at Supper Table, Will
Sitting
1900.
in
received
20, 1853, further territory from MexiRecover.
Per diem rates of pay will be paid ' San Antonio, Tex., Jan. 24. Physico. The new states are made up
mainly of the orginial territory of New to the census enumerators in the cians are confident that FranK NewMexico, but each will include some sparsely settled rural districts of Ari- man, the detective who a few days
zona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Mon- ago was fired on with a shot gun
part of the Gadsen purchase.
"Now, sixty-tw- o
years have elapsed, tana, Texas, Utah, Washington and while sitting at the supper table, will
and we have come to dedicate it un- Wyoming.
be able to leave the hospital in two
in
of
in
der the stars and stripes of this counThe rate will range from $5 to $G weeks.
The man's rugged constituunder new constitutional condi- per dajr for the enumeration of the tion has overcome the shock sustaintry,
are made to perfection from our tions, to eternal liberty. (Applause.) rural areas outside of cities and towns. ed. It will not be
possible, however,
:Lumber) because the wood is Not one foot of the territory acquired Six dollars is the highest rate author- to save his eye. The
police have arand
RIGHT.
perfect in every particular
from Mexico by treaty ever became ized by law.
four negroes, but it is not
rested
free from every imperfection of slave. There is but one invidious
The director realizes that in many thought that they were in any way
knots, cracks and warpins. thing in this bill, as I read it, and I districts of the far west it will be im- - connected with the crime. A shot gun
Every foot of it is thoroughly do not know which way to apply it. possible to secure competent men to found in their possession seems to
Don Caspar Avenue
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so That is the provision in Section 3, ap- - act as enumerators at a rate of com- be the clue the police authorities are
it can be absolutely relied upon .plying to New Mexico, and likewise in pensation less than that being paid working on. A reward of $1000 has
and Section 20, applicable to Arizona, that for ordinary classes of work in the been offered by the city for the apprebycarpent3rs and builders,archiall seasible, wide-awa- ke
prohibits intoxicating liquors being same area, WTere enumerators in hension of the malefactors.
tects hereabouts particularly taken into Indian Territory or intro- such districts paid only on the per The attempt on the life of Newman
mention our Lumber in their duced there in any manner. This is capita, their compensation would be is the latest incident in a series of
the language used in both sections:
crimes that has lately disturbed this
unreasonably low.
pacifications.
'"The sale, barter, or giving of in- - The enumerators in the thinly in- - city. As has been the case for some
toxicating liquors to Indians and the habited country sections of North Da-- : time past the fine winter climate and
With every Ten Dollar Suit we give a Monarch
introduction into Indian country are kota, South Dakota, Nebraska and the influx of tourists have brought to
forever prohibited.'
Shirt value $1.25. With every Fifteen Dollar Suit we
Kansas also will be compensated on a the city a small army of undesirables
"If this provision is not unjust to per diem basis. Certain difficult or of all types. Severe treatment is
give a pair of $3.50 Crosset Shoes. With every
the Indians, why not make it applic- sparsely settled enumeration districts meted out to them now as soon as they
Twenty Dollar Suit we give
pair of $4.50 Crosset
able to the states to be created? in other states will be included come in the hands of the law. A
SHOP Why not treat Indians and the citi- among
Shoes. Thi offer only good from January 17 to 22
those to which the per liem charge of vagrancy recently resulted
zens alike?" (Laughter.)
rate will apply, as the conditions of in a year's sentence to the rockpile.
inclusive.
Consideration of the legislative apFor 19 years the only
propriation bills, executive and jufirst class tonsorial parlor
dicial appropriation bill was begun by
Fe.
in
of the house
the proper
OUR NEW PITCH
appropriation committee. The memTREATMENT
bership of this committee consists of
Bingham, of PennsylROSWELL-TORRANC- E
is guaranteed to cure, (not only Representatives
vania thei father of the house, who
13
no way to cure Catarrh, except to purify the blood, and thus
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
There
relieve Diadruff, failing hairand swears in the speaker, having had 36
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
away with the cause. The symptoms may be benefited by the use of
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
other scalp irritations. We also years consecutive service, longer than do
washes, inhalations, sprays, medicated tobaccos, etc., and through the use
line
of
all
Passengers over 30 house between
a
the
for
the
Buick,
Toledo,
of
Pope
Agenta
member
ever
served Gillett,
carry complete
any
of such treatment catarrh sufferers receive temporary relief and comfort.
these points over any other route.
Kissel Automobiles.
facial
md
tonics.
aid
; Graff, of Illinois, Gard-ingeMassachusetts
local
measures
and
External
on
cannot
effect
have
the
however
blood,
p)oaUrhtir
any
Full equipment of modern Cars In
a
no
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use
and
therefore
is
their
is
alone
of
real
Catarrh
curative
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and
and
Roswell
Shortest route between
Michigan, Republicans,
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH
service
deep-seate- d
comes
blood
as
of
and
securing comfort to passenthe result
catarrhal matter
f.be Pecos Valley to El Paso
disease, and
and
Livingston, of Georgia, and Burleson,
These morbid matters in the blood Santa Fe and
Other impurities in the circulation.
gers. Courteous
and expert Chauf- BATHS BATHS BATHS
of Texas, Democrats.
all points In the
cause an inflammatory and irritated condition of the mucous membrane or
feurs
in
of
charge
every car. SeaU
The legislative bill for the current tissue
Valley and western New Mex-t- reserver on
lining of the cavities of the body, producing an unhealthy s9cretion,
Auto by applying to
LAUNDRY
BBS
HQ
with
year carries about $32,000,000,
Agents
ringing noises in the ears, stuffy feeling in the head and nose.'headaches,
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Aato
Phone us, we will be glad to call for your $10,000,000 added for census purposes. hoarseness, bronchial affections, watery eyes, etc. S. S. S. is the best treatCo., Ro.
and
ment
for
Catarrh
on
the
of
This
because
is
all
blood
it
The
Mondays
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
estimates for the fiscal year,
Tuesdays
greatest
purifiers.
laundry
well. New Mexico.
medicine removes every particle of the catarrhal impurity from the circula- El
.and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays. 1911, are about $34,000,000.
on
all
Rock
Island
IJaso
and
points
50 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
tion, making this vital fluid pure, fresh and healthy. Then the inflamed
All work is guaranteed; your
Governor Curry Being Entertained.
membranes begin to heal, because they are nourished with pure, health-givin- g Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
socks are mended and buttons
Governor Curry, after a busy round
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv- - by notifying Company at Roswell. ;
blood, every symptom disappears, and soon S. S. S. produces a perfect
sewed on you shirts, without
with
the
S. does not contain any habit-formin- g
cure.
S.S.
them
and
never
governors
which
joining
drugs,
really
extra charge.
in a visit to the President, was a can cure Catarrh, but often ruin the health. Book on Catarrh and any
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122
XHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
guest with all the governors to a din- - medical adTice free.
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COUNTING THE COST.
The El Paso Herald is a staunch

Professional

Re-

B.

J.

PALER,

J.
J.

President
Viet-Presiis-

OF

Oldest

FE.

...

Institution
Established

$150,000
Capital Stock,
Undivided
and
Profits, 75,000
Surplus

-

L
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HOTEL
the West

of the Best Hotels
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.
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO

d

Cards

H. VA3SH1 Cashier.

publican paper in an overwhelmingly
B. BEAD, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. KUGKES,
vTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Democratic city. Despite this condition,
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. it has put out of business its only
Editor and President.
J Democratic
evening contemporary and
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
the suDscnpers ana
three
has
times
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
influence of its Democratic morning
SANTA
$3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
This is a demonstration
competitor.
25
Pally per week by carrier
wide-ope- n
2.00 that
decency pays even in a
75 Weekly, per year
in
Daily, per month, by carrier
The
Banking
1.00
six
months
has
Herald
the
Weekly,
for
town like El Paso,
65
Daily, per month, by mail
in
1870
New
Mexico.
75 been
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
unflinching in its opposition
to race track
gambling, against
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
licensed immorality, against all the
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is. sent to evils that are the marks of new cities
which pride themselves upon being
;
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
wide-ope- n
and having no regard for
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Southwest.
ive
the
of
people
among the intelligent and progress
the laws of God or man when it comes
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
to indulgence of vice and pleasure.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
The Herald's strength can only be acUN1QN fetf A.&X- in all market for its customer.
even
stocks
in
that
counted for by the fact,
Buys and sells
cities like El Paso the law abiding,
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
does not dare go out on the street. decent, moral people are in the vast
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
DEMOCRATS STAND AGAINST
If she did she would be arrested. majority. The Herald, in its crusade
DECENCY.
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
against all kinds of vice and moral obThe trend of those who formulate Then, when this Congress offers to
takes
issue
in
its
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
Saturday's
Democratic doctrines, has been often pass legislation to prevent a horror liquity
It
Prohibition.
of
favor
a
in
stand
be
would
devil
ashamed
which
the
of,
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
In favor of
"personal liber:
says
we
over
a
doubtful
should
higgle
why
made on consignments f livestock and products,
advances
ty" that borders on licentiousness.
"Prohibition lecturers have been
question of possible constitutional
Tt i nnlv rprpntlv that. Norman Mack
i he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
fu-- talking for a long time against the
and the National Monthly declared construction by the courts in the
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
booze habit, in an effort to dissuade
.......
ft 11V lvinutiui xuikvi
demon
rum'
from
'the
Mr. Speaker, I can not conceive, the public away
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ly vote for local option or prohibition,
and
brothers
sisters
little
and
all
its
one
from
legmy humble standpoint,
a doctrine that must be pretty hard to
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
civ- in the demon line, and sometimes they
3
swallow for Democrats in eastern New itimate reason that can justify a
public is respecfully solicited.
out with some pretty assouth. ilized man in voting, against this bill. have come
Mexico or in the Prohibition
3
of
tounding arguments, but hardly any
Among the national leaders of Demoas
that
forcible
been
as
them
have
cracy have been always such men as A BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
with which an Ohio merchant comes
It is up to the opponents of the to bat.
the Tammany chieftains or owners of
gambling resorts in Indiana, or sa- commission form of government for
"He walks right up to the plate,
loons at Buffalo, who believe it is a Santa Fe to demonstrate at the April
shows
them just what the game costs
crime to prohibit gambling by law, or election that it is possible under the and tells them
exactly what he is
to enforce laws restricting the sale of present antiquated form of city govdo for all men who are willto
willing
Democomes
the
Now
intoxicants.
ernment to elect a business administo quit visiting the thirst parlors
cratic party in Congress and opposes tration. Unless a mayor and a city ing
and booze emporiums and turn over
measure
that council are elected who will give the to him the value of the
vehemently a Republican
money they
is to put an end to the white slave old town a business administration,
habit of sliding
in
have
been
the
daily
can
do
this the tax payers will force the adoption
WIL-LIAtrade as far as Congress
VAUGHN pROP,
over the polished mahogany to the
through controlling interstate com- of the commission form of govern- man in the white apron in front of the
merce.
Representative Sims last ment before another local election
in
One
glass mirror.
week, put the Republican advocacy of rolls around.
That the commission plate
with
his
come
out
in
"He has
paper
Cuisine and
this measure very forcibly, as can form is especially adapted to cities his advertisement
Lrtrge Sample
and here is the way
from
Room for Com- - .
Table Service
from
the
be gathered
following
that are supposed to be "dead," is it reads:
Unex
the Congressional Record:
mercial Travelers
affirmed by the Technical World Mag" 'Anyone who drinks three drinks of
Mr. Sims. Now, this act is supple- azine for February, which has no pre- whisky a day for one year and pays
'
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
mental to state laws, and not in sub- iiiHifioc nno, wa-i- it iVia rvtViOT" Tf CQvc 10 cents a drink for it can have in exversion of them. It does not suspend "The commission form of government change at my store:
them, but only strengthens them in has worked the miracle of making 200 lbs. granulated sugar,
the object and purpose for which the dead cities wake. Lazarus like, a 25 lbs. coffee.
state laws were passed, and it should score of American municipalities have 20 lbs. tea.
AMERICAN AND
pass. Did we not last winter and I thrown aside the shroud a& soon as 20 lbs. raisins,
EUROPE AN PLAN
business
been
injectprinciples have
50 lbs. prunes,
thing the gentleman from Alabama
and the gentleman from Georgia voted ed. The cities did not always admit 50 lbs. rice.
for it pass a law directly in aid of they were dead ; not one but real1 bbl. crackers.
the states on the liquor question? Did izes today it is alive, very much alive. 00 lbs. hominy,
you not vote for the bill prohibiting Typical of the cities which within the 50 cakes laundry soao.
the c o. d. shipment of intoxicating past two years have defied the sting 25 cakes toilet soap,
5 doz. clothes pins.
liquors? I did, and I am glad of it; of death and the victory of the grave
and for no other purpose than to aid is Des Moines, the capital city and 20 gal. coal oil,
the state of Alabama, the state of commercial center, of Iowa. Between 100 lbs. salt,
LACOME
Georgia, the state of Tennessee, and 1895 and 1900 the population of Des
5 lbs. pepper,
other states to carry out their own Moines' increase only ten per cent, 10 lbs. starch.
state laws. Why did not the consti- (that of Santa Fe actually declined) 100 lbs. beans.
Prop rietof
tution, come in the way then? Was which may be put down as the natur- 10 lbs. soda.
ordiof
an
growth
that not just as much undertaking to al,
25 cans tomatoes,
control the police power of the states nary city. Between 1905 and 1909, 24 boxes matches,
;
Ccmmorfioas Sample Room
as this measure? And if we pass this the population of Des Moines increas- 20 cans salmon.
bill and it becomes law, we will pre- ed 37
per cent, at which rate the 100 yds. muslin.
Long Distance Telephone Station.
vent, I hope forever, the taking away five years ending in 1910 will show a 100 rds. calico,
by fraud or violence, from some dot gain of 47 per cent. On April 1, 1908, 50 yds. gingham,
ing mother or loving father, of some the city government lacked $119,200 of 50 yds. shirting.
Steam Heated: Electric
blue-eyegirl and immersing her in enough money to pay the obligations 50 yds. outing,
FIRST CLASS CAFE
infamous shame. Such legislation is for the year. On April 1, 1909, the 25 yds. toweling,
Lighted, Every Room
IN CONNECTION
worth all the time that Congress gives trumpet call of a municipal Gabriel 50 yds. lace,
a Good One,
or will give to it.
having sounded in the meantime there
5
pairs lace curtains,
Therefore I am not going to higgle was a balance in the city treasury of 5 pairs blankets,
FES8 THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
about whether it is practical or im- $104,855."
10 pairs shoes.
25 jairs
practical. I have never known a crimhose.
inal law proposed that the criminal OKLAHOMA TRYING TO REDEEM 50 spools of thread,
ITSELF.
class did not claim it was impractical.
30 handkerchiefs.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
Mr. Richardson.
This bill does not
Governor Haskell of Oklahoma has 10 window shades,
10 paper pins,
punish the alien women, or any other called a special session of the legis
woman, for being transported from lature in order to make a mighty et 10 doz. buttons,
one state to another, does it?
fort to redeem Oklahoma from its mis 10 suits underwear,
THE
Mr. Sims. Do you desire that it fit legislation before the November 25 rds. straw
matting,
should?
elections roll around. In this man- for the same money and get $4.93
Mr. Richardson. I am asking you If ner, Governor Haskell presents a pow- premium for making the change in
First Class XSasta.ia.xa.aat iaa.
it does. Yet you punish the man who erful indictment against himself and his expenditures.' "
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
RATES
50c
and up
aids the woman. You punish him for his party. He says in his call for the
& Night
OPEN
Santa Fe New Mexico- Day
aiding a crime that you do not punish special session that county officers
Representative Bowersock of Kanare receiving too much salary, he sas is right when he says that a one
her for committing.
Mr. Sims. It is written in a book, wants to place restrictions upon coun- per cent tax should he sufficient to
with which the gentleman from Ala- ties and municipalities in voting run any state, county or city. In New
bama is very familiar, that "the love bonds, and he makes an appeal for Mexico, one cent on the dollar for the
of money is the root of all evil." Now, economy along many lines. The leg- commonwealth, one cent for the counFirst Class
what is the man procuring this wo- islature is in session and the economy ty, one cent for the city or town, one
Tlorailly Up-Waman for? What does he take her from appeal may impress some of its mem- cent for the schools and one cent for
one state to another for? For what bers, but the people will be inclined to extraordinary municipal
purposes,
purpose does he bring her from a ask why the abuses which Governor should be the' maximum limit for taxCORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET,
foreign country? To make money. To Haskell complains of were not reme- ation set by the state constitution to
make merchandise of a human soul died earlier. The Democrats have be formulated. And extraordinary inSteam Beat
Hot and Cold Water Spacions Sample Booms
that is being carried from one state to been in control of the legislative as deed should be the circumstances that
Electric Light,
For Commercial Travelers
In every Room
another by that scoundrel or the well as the executive branches of the would make necessary such a maxideluded
himself?
The
state government since the beginning. mum, if there Is any equality and
scoundrel
poor
Modern Baths.
female perhaps would not be able to Most of the abuses which he mentions method about assessments. Such exmake the trip were it not for the or refers to were created by himself treme tax rates as prevail in Santa
demon, in human form, who is furnish- and his party friends. Moreover, the Fe, Albuquerque and other New Mexico cities, reaching almost seven cents
ing the money to carry her there, to state: itself has been bonded for
sell her soul and body into hell, in
although the state constitu- on the dollar, are not only absurd but
order that he may have a few more tion declares that the state debt shall they are detrimental and disgraceful.
dollars to put into his unholy pocket. not exceed $400,000. Haskell helped
The state would to frame the constitution. He has
Mr. Richardson.
OPPORTUNITY
The Santa Rosa Sun does not symHERE 13 A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
both.
been at the head of the state ever pathize at all with the territorial
them
punish
Mr. Sims. As I was starting to say, since it started out on its career. His hoard of equalization for it says:
HALF PRSCE
EVERYTHING AT
was there ever any remedial legisla- party has been in control of all the de"The territorial board of equalizaFROM NOW
tion proposed against any evil that partments of the state government. tion is getting its full share of critON UNTIL
those whom it was intended to reach For every ill with which the state is icism from the territorial press, and
were not the first to stay, "You can afflicted Haskell and his party are re- for the life of us we can't see but that
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
not excuse this law, you can not carry sponsible.
it deserves all it is getting and then
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FJlJ
it out, it is impractical?" If they do President Taft is quite right when some. The assessed valuation of
not object to the law, why are they he warns New Mexico and Arizona property for taxation and the rate is
so anxious that it shall be effective not to follow the example of Oklaho- the biggest question in the territory
Excellent Assortments of:
Don't
when passed? Whom are we higgling ma. Says an Oklahoma exchange:
at this time, and in our judgment
Fail
Many
Bnrned Leather Goods
"From Alpha to Omega ,from Miami statehood will do us no good If this
in favor of? A class of importers,
other
to
to
innocent
to
who
are
Burned Wooden Placqnes
Cimarron, great question can't he settled to the
bringing
Magnum, from Hugo
procurers,
articles
Call
women and girls from foreign coun- come news of graft,, theft, scoundrel-ism- ; satisfaction of the people."
11 Kinds
ot Drawn Work
that
and
this county officer indicted for
tries, and from one state to another,
; '
attract
Pillows
Leather
Tops ,
Inspect
to engage In that which damns both rape, that one for bootlegging, another
A Socorro business firm has Just
soul and body, all for the sake of for theft, another for bribery. The discovered what every enterprising
'
money; and the meanness which illus- chief executive- indicted for fraud; business man has known long before
trates the character of the men who the state treasurer. charged with this.uThe Socorro Chieftain says:
"One of Socorro's leading business
engage in this traffic is that they do grossly violating the banking law; on
not even divide with the poor women all sides gross extravagance, malicious firms has suddenly discovered that it
Proprietor
what they get from the sale of them. carelessness and malfeasance in office. pays to advertise. A full page adver301-30- 3
Santa Fe, N, M.
They bring a woman here and immure Is it any wonder our taxes are al- tisement in the Chieftain last week
San Francisco bt.
her in a den. They take every rag most confiscatory? Are we to be sub- brought such satisfactory results that
of her street clothes away from her, ject forever to these skin games and the same firm called for a big amount
monte schemes?"
ill
and dress her In a way so that she three-carof space again this week."
11
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER

...

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
xew Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

CHARLES F. EASLEY
s

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

....
....

Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice:
Catron Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
G. VOLNY HOWARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

RENEHAN & DAVIES
'
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
G. W.

PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces. - - - New Mexico
WILLIAM McKEAN

.....
Attorney-at-La-

v

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Prohate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
flffinps

Las Cruces

-

....... ...

.

...

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman

....

Copies furnished of records on file

Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

TJ. .S.

Notice for Publication.
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land:

(Serial 06732.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.

Santa Fe,

N.

M, Jan.

4, 1910..

Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ci- o
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., whG, on

January 3, 1905, made homestead entry (serial 06732) No. 8202, for northwest quarter, section 18, township 17
north, range 12 east, In. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to.
make final five year proof, to .establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N.
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910..
Claimant names as witnesses:
Miguel Lamy, Dionicio
Sandoval,.
Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all
of Pecos, N. M.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register..

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
"Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. nK
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning,
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
west-boun-

east-boun-

d

l's

connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-boun' Return- and Nos. 4 and 8
ins cii nve at oama re ii:xv p. in.
Denver and RIO Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
a. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
d.

eas-boun-

-

p. m.
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa. Fe at 5:25.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

'"Y'T
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TIIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, S.

3PERS0MAL MENTION?.

THIS INVITES YOU
A cordial iavitatiou is extended to yon to deposit your funds with this bank to transact through
us whatever business you may have of a financial

nature.

Dunrg the past few months

have added
new
names
to
our
list
of
many
patrons. We desire
your business also, believing we can serve you to
your complete satisfaction.

UNITED STATES BANK

we

4

Santa Fe,

$50,000'

Capital

TRUST
N

CO

,M.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

FLICK, President

W. S. DAVIS.

W. 8. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

Cashl;.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA
FREDERICK MULLER
5

HOT WATER BOTTELS

FOUNTAIN

SYRINGES

See our show window for
bargains in t hese goods
WE ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to us,
Stripling,

O

&

furrows

Company

Where your dollar
buys the most

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
119 San

OFFICE
Francisco

St., where tha old Santa
Trail ends and the Greater Sinta Fe "trail"
begins.
We have sorn very
propositions in the
way of city lots; .fruit rancaes and Jarg tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.
For full particulars call or
address the above company- -

t)l,
"nOne

DJ

on
KeCl 11017

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

flatiaaal Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
A

AV

Santa Fe,

BERGERE. Manaaer fnr

Nam, Mfty,Vn

N. M.

Catron Block

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YRD ON
NEW

Phone Red 100

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DTCPrvn

7

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

ANTAPE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

;,;,,.

w..-f-v,,.- ,

J. E. Cook of Missoula, Montana, is
in the city.
Mrs. Matthews of Las Vegas, is vis-

You Furnish the Girl! We Furnish

iting friends here.
George R. Hunt of Lexington, Ky.,
is a tourist in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Joust of El Paso,
are tourist at the Claire.
X. E. Smith, a farmer of La Veta,
is in the city visaing friends.
Ernest Spitz a salesman from Las
Vegas is at the Claire hotel.
Mrs. T. R. Stewart of this city, is
visiting friends at Albuquerque:
E. C. de Baca of Pena Blanca, is
registered at the Coronado hotel.
C. R. Minnard a coffee salesman
from Denver", is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barr of New
York City, are at the Hotel Modern.
Forest Ranger H. L. Mosiman was
a visitor in Las Vegas on Saturday.
D. F. Brodersen, a dry goods salesman from St. Louis, is at the Claire.
. A.
Mennett, a traveling salesman
of Las Vegas, is at the Palace hotel.
A. H. Case of San Ped ro. has rnme
here to attend the Masonic reunion.
J. V. Mullin and E. B. Skinner of
Colorado Springs, are here on busi-

ness.
Sosme Herrera, a fruit grower of
Espanola, is visiting friends in the
city.
Father Juillard left Gallup last
evening for his new post of duty in
New York.
George Llyenham, a shoe salesman
of New York City, is calling on busi
ness men here.
F. E. Baker and R. W. Johnson,
lumber men from Albuquerque, are
here on business.
William H. Huck, a salesman representing an oil concern of Denver,
is at the Palace hotel.
Charles and Thomas Atchison, a
cirgar salesmen of Las Vegas, are
calling on business men in this city.
Theodore Fershtand, a diamond
salesman from San Francisco, is here
calling on the jewelers. He is at
the Claire.
Mayor Martin Lohman has returned
to Las Cruces from tne east bringing
wiln him his niece, Miss Mary Carson
of Orange, N. J.
I. J. Burke, a salesman, representing a large flour concern and who
resides at Lamar, Colorado is at the

Palace hotel.
L. O. Fullen, former district attorney of Roswell, is at the Palace
hotel. He has come to attend the
Masonic reunion.
E. A. Cahoon of Roswell, the well
Known DanKer and a leading Republican, is a visitor in Santa Fe, attending
the Masonic reunion.
H. S. Fendler of Boston, and who
represents a large drug concern Is
here calling on pharmacists. He is
registered at the Claire.
Mrs. L. O. Fullen and baby of Roswell, who accompanied Mr. Fullen as
far as Torrance, have left for New
York where they will remain several
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A MOST COMPLETE

f

STOCK IN EACH

j

"sS.
FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

ta

g2E3

m

jj

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES
-

uv

Everything in Hardware
ill Iff
Li

WW

PUMPS and WIND WILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALABASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

BEDS and SPRINGS
Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL JFOR PRICES

LET US SERVE

BIG BARGAINS
IX

MILLINERY
MISS A. MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.
j

CO

mmmm

Mrs. Mc-Fi- e
introduced Mrs. Mills and daughter to the sights of Santa Fe. On last
Friday the Guild of the Episcopal
'church at Las Vegas, tendered Mrs.
Mills a farewell reception and dinner. During the past six years that
Mrs. Mills has been president of the
Guild she did not miss a meeting except on account of serious illness, and
months.
John W. Poe, a pioneer banker of letters read at the meeting dwelt upon
Roswell, and one of the most pro- the faithfulness of Judge and Mrs.
gressive citizens of the Pecos valley, Mills in their church work.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulis one of the Roswell attendants at
livan is expected home the latter part
the Masonic reunion.
Rev. J. H. Head of Albuquerque, su- of the week from an official trip to
perintendent of missions in the south- Washington, D. C.
west for the Congregational church,
Surveyor General John March has
was a visitor in Santa Fe vesterdav. returned to Santa Fe from a visit with
He filled very acceptably the pulpit U. S. Marshal C. M.
Foraker, who is
in the First Presbyterian churcn nd a
relative, at Albuquerque.
preached fine sermons at both services.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
"A. M. Bergere, New Mexico agent
for the Colorado National Assurance
Society of Denver, was a visitor in
the city today from his home in Santa
Fe, in the interest of the assurance
society he represents. Mr. Bergere is
well known in Las Vegas." Las Ve-- ,
gas Optic.
"Attorney H. M. Dougherty wore:
a very complacent .smile last Sunday, '
all because he had just been made
the father of a
son and heir.
Both Mrs. Dougherty and the young
gentleman who has come to add to
the pleasures of the household are;
reported to be in excellent health."
Socorro Chieftain.
At a general term of the supreme
"Where prices are lowest
court of the District of Columbia,
held on the 18th day of January, 1910,
for safe (quality"
Edward C. Wade, III was admitted to
before
the
bar
of
said
practice
court.;
It is understood that Mr. Wade will
soon enter one of the leading firms
One Resolution to Make B
in the east. He will make a snecial- ty of practice before the departments
of the government.
What other 1910 Resolu
Antonio Joseph, Jr., passed through
tion youmay make
Santa Fe today on his way to his,
home at Ojo Caliente, Taos county,
He had been in San Diego to accom- Resolve now that you will
to!
pany home his lather,
trade
at ' KAUNE & OO. the
Congress Antonio Joseph, but found'
that he could get him onlv as far as
coming year. It Is a resoluEl Paso, Texas, where he is reported.
tion In your own Interest, for
to be dying from Bright'a disease.
it means the best possible
Mrs. Joseph is with him.
j
table supplies at lowest posRoswell sent a large delegation to
'the Masonic reunion, amone those'
sible prices.
who are already in the city being L.
O. Fullen, journalist, attorney and
political leader; E. A. Cahoon and
Think it over-l- s't
KAUNE
John W. Poe, both bankers; J. D. '
& Oo, the logical store for you
Hart, W. L. Sears and W. T. White,
stockmen; Clark Dilly, a furniture)
to patronize through 1910. -

H. S. KAUNE

Night Gowns

45c op

Drawers

25c "

--

Corset Covers

Petticoats

i

9

at the executive mansion.

Hi

L

1

YOU

20c"

-

-

-

40c "

V

Banks Paj-

per cent
Real Estate 6 to 8 per ceDt
4

cn save 30 or 40 per cent wliy not do it?
question of profit, but of policy with us
not to carry over any r ut season of merchandise.
Tais week, bargains in muslin underwear compose night gowns drawers, corset covers, petticoats, etc. some plain others han isoinely trimmed
at bargains simply astounding.
When yon

It is not

a

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
(rSE LIVE WIRES)

ICE

QUI

SALE.

& Co.

GROCERS

All our wintpr stock of millinery will be
closed out at Cost, and much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive.

per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock A dollar saved is a
dollar made. Our stock is all new and nothing shopworn or out of date.
A 25

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

j

This

Space
THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

IS mm

Glad to hear of a few pupils
for German or French
Box 446,
Santa FeN. M,

GROUP
-

stoppeT Jn SO mlnuta.
uro wna jjr. BQoop'9
Croup Remedy. One
test will surely prove.
.uiiULlUK,

UU

UJ3- -

less. A safe and pleasing ayrup- -f 0c JJrujurists.

LAONORY

For Best Lanodry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesdav
Returns Thursday snd Friday.
AGENCY" at O.K Barber
Shop
F O. BROWN Agent.
Phone No. 23 Red

REALTY & INSURANCE ACTSST

'

j

ENGLISH LADY

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

dealer; J.

C.

Hamilton and

R.

P.

i

Bean, prosperous ranchers and prop-erty owners; O. H. Smith, a banker;
Harry Morrison, a jeweler; L. A.!
Sanders, deputy county treasurer.
Sheriff C. L. Ballard and several others who had intended coming, were
terred by illness.
'
Chief Justice and Mrs. Mills and
daughter came over from Las Vegas
for the day and were guests of Land
Commissioner and Mrs. R. p. Ervien

(INCORPORATED)

Oatron Block, SantaFe, N. M.
Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE
business.
to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
$20,000.00 at low rate of interest : ;
Room

19

1

H. S. KAUNE
.

& COMPANY

PHONE 26

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

FIRST CLASS COKRICK'S HACK LINE
For Hire at
HACK SERVICE
and Saddle Horses
Popular Prices Baggies

fSlg W

PAGE
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Si, Louis Rock)

1

&

AN UNEXPECTED

REUNION
OF THE SCHULTZ FAMILY.

San Antonio. , Tevas. . vuu.
T;m

Uie DUrDOSe Of nrnvinp- thm
-

Pacific

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Records

In Effect July 14, 1908.
No

DAILY
. m.

iw
10 12

a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.

10 35
10 50
,1 uo

11 20
45
,2 20

ll
,2

8
8

m.
m.
m.

i

11
16

m
in
in.

30
50

48

p.m.
p m.
p.m.

48
68
68
68
77
M

45
56
60 p. m.
6 16 p, m.
6 36 p.m.
4

7

p.m.

08

(. 10p.m.

89

7. 46

94

M.

"
"

"

Arr,
"

hitokn

24
19

"
"

7

Arr-

0

Ly.
Lv.
"

7

18
28
20
88

"
"
"
"

41

Lv- -

47

rr

Lv

N. M.
"

60
58
59

"
"

"

p. m.
p. m.
p. m,

p.m.
mp

p.

people could listen to Grand Opera all night,
others never tire of ragtime and some are
just comfortable, wjiolesome lovers of all music that's
Most members of all families and all members
good.
of most families love some kind of music.
The point is that every kind of music for every
music lover is included in every month's list of Records
for the Edison Phonograpji which is the big reason
why you should have an Edison in your home. This
month's list is an example:

m.
m.

p.m.
a.

SOME

a' m,

a. m
a. m
a. m
a. m- -

a.m.
a.m.

a. m.
a. m

SOUTH BOUND:
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
c S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Uayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Questa, Hanchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
NORTH BOUND:

6: 03 a. m.
8:12 p. in.

.p4gP

Superintendent
RATON,

35
846

W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen. Pass-Acen- t
RATON. N.

N-1-

iM-

RATON,

-

N

847
848
649
350

M

851

352
353

N

354
355

II

R &

GRANDE Pi.

11.

356

Amberol
Rose of the World
Victor Herbert and His Orchestra
My Pretty Little Piece of Dresden China
Bessie Wynn
Frosini
Amoureuse Waltz
Hello, Mr. Moouman, nello! . Harvey Hindermeyer
The Homeland
Anthony and Harrison
Benediction of the Poienarda . . . Sousa's Band
If I Had the World to Give You . . Reed Miller
Juanita
Metropolitan Quartette
When the Bloom is on the Cotton, Dixie Lee
Manuel Remain
Ireland Isn't Ireland Any More . Edward M. Favor
1
Will Sing the Wondrous Story
Edison Mixed Quartette

.....

Forosetta-Tarantell-

One Fare For the Round Trip
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
MEXICO also ALAMOSA,
ANTONITO and DURAIN-GO- ,
COLO, to

10297

108
10399

10300

ioi
10302
10303
10304

J0305
10306

Edison Phonographs
$12.50 to $200.00
35
Standard Records
.50
Amberol Records (play twice as long)
75 and 1.00
Grand Opera Records

...

10307

1(m
10309
1(1810
10311

10313
10313

10314
10315
10316

Venetian tove Song

Victor Herbert and His Orchestra
I'm Looking for Something to Eat . Stella Mayhew
The Star, The Rose and The Dream
Stanley and Gillette
Sousa's Band
The Dancing Girl
Nobody Knows Where John Brown Went
Arthur Collins
Sweet Bunch of Daisies
Elizabeth Wheeler and Harry Anthony
It's Moonlight all the Time on Broadway
hilly Murray
The Tin Soldier . Vienna Instrumental Quartette
Ada Jones
My Dad's Dinner.Pail
Wheu i)ream in the Gloaming of You
Man. el Romain
mie Unt, I Love You . . . Edward Met.ier
A Bushel o' Kisses . . . Edison Concert Band
1,1 the bunshl,,e und the b!md0W 1 " 1,6

....

I

,

Jerusalem the Golden . Edison Mixed Quartette
A Creole Lullaby
Arthur C. dough
Cii ibiriliin Waltz . American Symphony Orchestra
I Think I Hear a Woodpecker Knocking at My
Edward M. Favor
Family Tree
Telling Lies . . . Ada Jones and Billy Murray
Manhattan Mixed Trio
Long, Long Ago . . .
Two Thomas Cats . . Now Y'ork Military Band

We detire good live dealers to sell Ed i ton
Phonograph, in every town where we are not
Dealers having established
now well represented.
stores should write us at once.

Get complete catalogs of Edison Phonographs of your dealer or write us

hmn

ACCOUNT

Scottish Rite Bodies of Free Masonery

SELLING
DATES

Jan nary 2

1

,

22, 23

24th

&

PINAL LIMIT JANUARY 29
For further Information Call on or Write

J,

H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
M.
SANTA FK.-N-

&

P. A.

El Paso,

Bisbee,
New
all
in
and
Points
Douglas,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the

Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

For Rates and full information address

El Paso Texas.

GOOD ADVICE TO
NEW MEXICO

SPANISH LESSONS

Troutraan

Iadividualor Class Lessons

Oil

IN GRAMMAR;
Care

Heaters

for Orchard

HAACKE

New Mexican
These Pots

NOTARY PUBLIC

Insure you a

D. M. HOOVER & SON

full

fruit crop

Recommended and used by the
best fruit growers In Pcos
Valley and through. VJ' 'Jolorado
For Information, au .l Prices on
pots and orchaid supplies
ADDRKSS

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.
'

try

FARMERS.

Press Bulletin of Agricultural College
Tells How to Prepare Hot
Beds.

It is nearing the season or tne year
when the gardener will want to start
a few plants for early vegetables. The
hotbed offers one of the easiest means
to do this. To prepare the hotbed,
make a frame or box the size desired
for it. The size varies, but the usual

size is from 4 feet to six feet wide
and as long as desired. It is not a
good idea to make the hotbed too
wide because it prevents the grower
from easily reaching the center of
the bed when weeding it. The frame
can be made out of common one by
six inch lumber, but heavier material
may be used if desired. After sawing
off the pieces for the four sides nail
them together at the corners. Place
this box over the place marked for
the hotbed. At each corner and in the
center of each piece, on the outside
of the frame, sink or drive into the
ground a two by four stake thirty
inches long. Nail the hotbed box to
these stakes. The box so secured to
the stakes will not spread or slip up
or down.
When the frame has been prepared
as above dig out the soil inside of it
inches.
to a depth of twenty-fou- r
While digging out this pit it is a good
plan to make ft a little larger at the
bottom than the frame above, so the
heating material when placed in the
pit will be under the whole surface of
the area inside the frame.
Into this pit place the heating material from sixteen to twenty Inches
deep. Care should be taken to tramp
the manure down firmly and evenly
so as to make the mass compact and
smooth on top. On top of this put five
or six inches of rich well crumbled
loamy soil. After the temperature of
the soil has become somewhat uniform the seed may be planted. After
planting the seed, care should be taken to see that the soil does not be
come dry, because if it does the young
plants will likely be killed. The heating of the manure below causes the
water to evaporate rapidly from the
soil. This being the case it is important to apply more water than ordinarily required in an outside 'bed.
Probably more failures are caused in
growing plants in the hotbed by injudicious and improper watering than
from any other cause.
In regard to the kind of material to
use for heating, fresh horse manure
is probably the best. In preparing
the manure for the hotbed, secure
the amount needed for it and place
the same in a pile. "When piling It up
put on enough water to thoroughly
moisten the whole mass. If fermentation does not commence soon It
can be hastened by throwing on the
pile a few pailfuls of hot water. When
-

.

the manure has begun to heat well
turn over the whole mass into a new
pile. This will make the heating hi
the whole more uniform.
If necessary add more water. The fermenting manure should not be allowed to
become dry nor should it be made too
wet. After the heating has become
somewhat uniform the manure can be
put into the hotbed pit as described
above. If the manure used is very
fine and does not contain much straw
or other litter, it is better to add some
straw or other coarse material. This
helps to make the heating more uniform and prevents too rapid fermentation of the manure thus causing the
heat to last longer.
The kind of covering to use for ths
hotbed depends on the material at
hand. The regular cold frame sash

,
i

Costilla Estates Development
pany is Invading Northern
Taos County.

Com-

Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. The Costilla Estates Development Company will
let the contracts on February 21 for
about $750,000 worth of construction
work on its irrigation system in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, which, when finally completed,
will cost between $3,000,000 and
The entire investment by
this company will reach close to
when its various plans are
completed.
The Costilla Estates Development
Company is owned
General
by
Hughes, Jr., Fred G. Moffat, H. G.
Lunt, Franklin E. Brooks of Colorado
Springs, and some eastern interests.
The work for which bids are now being asked includes the construction
of a dam which will impound 105,000
acre feet of water, the building of the
banchez dike and the Culebra-Sanche- z
canal. It will require the excavation
ot over 1,000,000 cubic yards of earth
and stone. It will bring about 70.000
acres of land under water and the
system when finally completed will
rrigate 125.000 acres.
A fifty-mil- e
railroad through th;j
land connecting with the Rio Grande
at Blanco and running into New Mex
ico, is how under construction. Thirty
miles will be ready for operation on
March 1 and the remainder of the line
will be finished during the summer.
Oregon Short Line Headed This Way.
Grand Junction, Colo.. Jan. 22.
The Oreson Short Line, not the Den
ver & Rio Grande, is the railroad that
has a party of surveyors in the field
surveying a road from Cisco into the
Paradox and thence south to Durango,
where it will connect with the" north
extension of the Southern PaHfi frr,m
Lordsburg, N. M.

may be used. The size most common
in use is the three by six foot sash.
The cold frame in connection with the
manure furnishes abundant heat for
the coldest sections of the Territory.
Where the cold frame sash is not
available, covering the bed with common muslin or white domestic gives
very satisfactory results. It lets in
sufficient light and holds the heat to
some extent from passing off too rapidly. The muslin may be stretched
over the whole hotbed in one piece,
or small frames may be made the
width of the cloth and size of the
frame to which the cloth may be
ed. These frames can be made out of
light lumber. Strips two inches wide
by one inch thick will be sufficiently
heavy. The frames may be mortised
at the corners and nailed together, or
small strap angle irons like those
used on the bodies of carriages can be
screwed on each corner which will
hold the frames firmly. On very warm
days the frames may be raised to let
out some of the excessive heat and
more light in. On extreme cold nights
an extra covering may be thrown over
the hotbed to prevent injury to the
plants growing therein.
For starting plants for early vege
tables such as celery, cauliflower,
cabbage, onions, lettuce, tomatoes and
others, the hotbed offers an easy
means. Vegetables like radishes, lettuce, and onions may be grown for
use in the hotbed. Twenty
inches of manure in the hotbed ought
to furnish enough heat to last six or
eight weeks.
J. E. MUNDELL.
mid-wint-

The New Mexican can ao
printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. 7e
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.

Montezuma

Lodge

No

1, A. F. & A. M.

Reg
communications

ular
first Mond"y of each
month a Masonic ha.i

at

7.30

.r

ax.

H. H. DORMAN,

Acting Master.
Secretary.

ALAN R. McCORD,

R. A. M.
Regular
Fe Chapter No. 1,
vocation second Monday of
If?'.!
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
con-San-

ta

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
'

7:30 p. m.

J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.' 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite' of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerahle Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32.

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
and welcome.
D. SENA,

J.

DAVID KNAPP,

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENTWORK a SPECIALTY

Claire.
W. Lee Hill, Clovis; Thomas Q. Atkins, Charles Atchison, C. E. Lewis,
Denver; H. L. Small, Rochester; L.
Sanden, Trinidad; A. Singer, Albuquerque; E. F. McCarthy, New York
City; Ernest Spitz, Las Vegas; J. E.
Theodore
Cook, Missoura, Montana;
Feishtand, San Francisco; Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Joust, El Paso; Miss Matthews, Las Vegas; John W. Rubel,
St.
Calais,, Ohio; D. F. Brodersen
Louis; H. F. Fendler, Boston; Chas.
Burbridge, H. Rees Davies, George
Lydenham, New York City; A. C.
Chandler, Columbus; J. H. McHughes,
Cerrillos.
Modern.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barr, Mary
Davis, New York City; Richard Ober-landeNixie; W. S. Garvin, J. H.
Heald, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
W. C. Wyatt, H. Jamison, Denver;
Jo."e D. Montoya, Chamita; A. C. Pet
erson, Irene;
Henry Lewison, May
Lewison Viborg, E. C. de Baca, Pena
Blanca
r,

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F.&P. A.

RAYMOND

Palace.

Pincett, Chicago; William H.
Huck, Denver; George W. Mullin, ui.
B. Skinner, Colorado Springs; N. E.
Smith, La Veta; A. Mennett, Charles
Atchison, Thomas Atchison, Las Ve
gas; Mr. and Mrs. George F. Ryan,
L. 0. Fullen, Roswell;
El Paso;
George R. Hunt, Lexington, Ky.; E.
R. M.

F. McCarty, New York City; Thomas

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to

HOTELjRRIVALS

Q. Atkins, New York; I. J. Burke, Lamar; Clifton H. Smith, E. A. McFar-lanMr. and Mrs. L. Martin, Carolyn Elberts, Walter Edwards, Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Pitt, of the Lion and the
Mouse Co.; A. H. Case, San Pedro;
C. R. Minard, Denver;
F. E. Baker,
R. W. Johnson, Albuquerque.

ASK FOR TICKETS

frEl

National Phonograph Company, 75 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

N M.

THE RAILROADS ARE
HEADED THIS WAY.

$10,-000,0-

Standard

a

American Symphony Orchestra
Prologue from Pagliacci . . . Thomas Chalmers
on
our
blip
Gingham Gown
Arth ur Collins and Byron O. Harlan
359 In Cairo-Orie- ntal
Patrol . New York .Military Band
That's the Doctor. Bill
Billy Murray
301
The Darkies' Jubilee
American Symphony Orchestra
862 I'm Glad I'm a Boy aud I'm Glad I'm a GUI
Ada Jones and BOly Mnrray
3(13 Medley of Emmett's YodleSongs . GeorgaP. Watson
304 The Rifle Regiment March
United States Marine Band
37?
3aS

OFFERS, RATE OF

S anta

ot the largest Schulz tribe
reunion
oci wnuessea. uver forty of the
clan responded to one form or another
ui me name.
rne defendant sent
his excuses in the fnrm r.r
i
cian's certificate setting forth that he
wnn not in a position to attend the
session.
1

-

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
p. m.
fConnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson. N. M.,
8; 55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
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of Herman Schulz, a Teutonic
appei- .ivc, sieve styles is alleged to have
chosen with a view of
himself at the expense of enriching
F. H. Kings- "uij, is ucuuous, District
Baker issued a Kill nnon n Attorney
v
Schulz, Schulze,
Schultz,
Schullze..
ocuun, ocnoize and a number of other variations of that name in
county, When the day for the trial
iuc cuuii room of the

Comoany.

Railway

tr-- .

A

the

C.
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POLLARD

Espanola, N. M.

(HZR MBMfifflEBI

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
having Bright's Disease SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
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tonight. The curtain will rise at 8:3J
o'clock and judging from the rayance
seat sale the attendance will be
sufficiently larje to inspire the members of the company to score another dramatic success for Charles
Klein's great play.
The cleanliness of "The Lion and
the Mouse" is an element in the
lilay"s favor that has had much to
do with establishing its wonderful
popularity, a popularity which took it
through two years of continuous playing in New York and made the engagements' in Boston and Chicago and
other large cities the most successful
in their history. In building his play,
Charles Klein, author of "The Third
Degree," did not find it necessary to
uncover any phase of life that would
be objectionable, hence there are no

i

pans of deep snow against which the HEAP BIG INJUNS
dark lair, skin and costume of the
IN WEIRD DANCE.
Indian makes a striking effect.
(Continued From o?ge One.)
picture, 'His Vision.' shows an
India!! against a background of blue
gret-e with foreground of snow. He delegation and the
did some
la ei.lintly on a hunting expedition more pushing.
It is-- said that an
'
'.'
''-- . ''' ..
v
K.
"'
.'.
FOR RENT OR SALE A ZJOd type,
and as he approached on snowshoes artist connected with the archaeologi- U. Sloan.
this .vail of ice, through a gap he sees cal school at Santa Fe also incurred writer. J.
r
,
,
t
wh. !,. the mountain stream flows from tln disnleasure of the
at
WANTED A good cook, must have
t!l(1
was pushthe plain, what the sun-ris- e
maneuvers
and
toward
othills
-V
Cai'tain Brookes.
of
V-references.
to
be
hunt
:s
the
a
Indians
backward
powfeet
several
ed
party
by
al)
ing buffalo, but which on closer in- erful right hand of the man with the
spection, may only prove to be the red tunic and green sash.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
scrub cedars and pinons as they fade
During the mass, Indians outside light housekeeping, 414 Cerrillos St.
away in size and distance to the plains the church fired off salutes which
..
4 V
'
, '"'-- ,
'
below. The snow in the foreground were so noisy that, they greatly dis- ' '' - ,
'
, - '
WANTED Employment by young
of tl,is vision gradually fades into the turbed the worshipers. It is said they
20 years old, strong and willing
man,
summer-likdistance and is painted were fired to "scare off the evil one."
to work. Had experience as grocery
to suggest the scene as it appeals to
On.
is
Dance
clerk. Address X, New Mexican.
the sensitive imagination, and to the
The big event of the day, the dance,
wronged women or dissolute men coninhowever, did not begin until shortly
nected with the story. The polished poetic and religious training of the
MASTER'S
ner
life
the
Redman.
Mr.
of
before noon. Then the gorgeous silk NOTICE OF SPECIAL
Phillips
dignity of the whole play and the
SALE.
has
treataimed
bi'.'h
rainin the decorative
robes of all the colors of the
eminent respectability of its characNo. 634'.
ters form a combination which has ment and the poetic conception of his bow, the array of turkey feathers and
and many square feet of human backs deccaused theatergoers to wish other subject, his close association
of
Mexico.
New
Territory
authors would adopt the same style. deep friendship with his model has no orated with black or red or some other County of Santa Fe.
doubt given him the inspiration neces- - colored paint appeared before the as- - In
the District Court.
iiue i'j tonisMeii eyes ot me spectators, u i Thomas K 1). Maddison. Plaintiff,
luiium-- a suuj'-Hunan cnaracter. I tie Captain or the was a brilliant pageant and although
vs.
Buffalo Dance' represents an old In- - made up of perhaps not more than
Consolidated Mining' & Smelting
The
diau dressed in
and buffalo three score warriors and women it
Poll Tax and Mercantile Taxes.
Company, et a!.. l"fviidunts.
in
and in dazzle,! the eve, and held the aiten- the
robe,
seated
foreground
Saf-forV.
Auditor
Charles
Notice is hereby given that the unTraveling
a pro- tion of every one. The dance, per
across
has made his report for 1909 of fdiadow; of buffalothe background
dancers are moving, haps, beggars description, put one dersigned, heretofore appointed Spethe poll tax and mercantile license cession
in dance step to the estufa, in the last youngster described it fairly well per- cial Master, under and by virtue of
1909.
collected in each county during
The showing made by Santa Fe coun- ricli warm lights of the setting sun. haps by saying that the dancers hojv the decree of foreclosure rendered in
The treatment of the composition is ped on one foot oftener than the other.
ty is not a good one and sustains the
the District Court of the First Judi,
the Just whether or not the ratio was the
assertion that the businessmen and very decorative and although
cial District of the Territory of New
famous one of 10 to 1 is hard to say. Mexico, within and for the County of
J!
other residents in Santa Fe county head of an Indian is as yet unfinished
those who have seen Mr. Philip's ren- Certain it is the drainers'
"
pay a comparatively small amount in
Santa Fe, entered on the 7th day of
seemed to come in beats of
taxes when compared with the busi- dition of the Indian expression can
A. D. 1!Mi9, in that cause
January,
...
nessmen and residents of other coun see ahead to the completion of one of five with a lull or pause to let the wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is
V'k' w
e
ties. In the collection of poll tax his most successful pictures. Several dancers
and give vent plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
0 their curious little cries or yelps fc
Quay county led having collected al- - 'ber snow pictures are in various
Smelting Company, et al., are deMr. Phillips which had any coyote beat for a hu
most five times as much as Santa Fe stages of completion.
fendants,
will, on Saturday, the 12th
Twin-bottoman interest note in them.
, v. 4
county, and Union county is at the says that the winter scenes at
of March, 1910, at the hour of
day
5 and 10 Cent Store.
of the list.
The counties ins are among the most beautiful
2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of
One lady who witnessed the dances the court
sights he has ever beheld in nature.
ranged as follows:
house, in the City of Santa
Quay $4,073; Colfax $3,568; Roose- - In getting these studies he was only and had a kodak aimed at some of Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico,
velt $3,378; Bernalillo $3,0C3; Cha- - a"'e to proceed as far as Amizett the performers was heard to say that sell at public auction to the
MISS VIRGINIA BEAN,
highest
ves. $2,279;
Socorro horseoack, after that the trips were some of the articles of attire of both and best bidder for
Grant $2,105;
cash, in accordThe Talented Violinist Who Will Play at the Elks Theater Friday Night.
In
of
on
field
snowshoes.
made
this
$1men and women doing the gyrations ance with the said decree, the follow$1,759; San Miguel $1,709; Mora
G19; Eddy $1,523; Guadalupe $1,390: painting winter scenes in the motm-Rireminded her of the display on 5 and 10
described property,
Arriba $1,364; Curry $1,251; Taos tains about Taos, with the Indians cent store counters. That may be. ingAll that mining and smelting propTorrance and the will ;ame Mr. Phillips is the Certain it is. however, that the buffalo
$1,244; McKinley
$1,160;
located at Los Cerrillos, Santa
San Juan rioneer. No other members of the figures as well as those of the deer erty
$1,123; Valencia $1,004;
New Mexico, constituting
Fe
County,
Ana $879; Artist Colony have spent winters here, who walked on four feet and the an
$9G0; Otero $909; Dona
also the following
a
and
smelter,
SandoLincoln
Santa Fe $875;
$S70;
and in the beautiful woik of which he telope walking on three were recogniz- or
claims located in
mines
mining
is uie ongiuaiur, ivir. rumps nas set aije xne antelones were two cute
vai $os; jiuna. $oo; union in.
said
Cerrillos
District, in said
Mining
can
a
These paintings
swift pace.
In the collection of mercantile taxwho made a ereat hit.
youngsters
The Tom
and
County
Territory:
es Grant county led, the merchants of but strike the fancy of the con-- ,
Tne gnoes 0f tjle women, were a Payne Mining Claim, The Golden
Haacke,
On last Saturday evening the Santa to the secretary, Ramond
Grant county having paid four timer nolsseurs and the art lover, for they revelation to those who have an idea
!
re the New Mexican.
Claim, The Sukie MinFe Operatic and Dramatic Soicety
as much license money as inose oi are wonaenuny appealing ana sixik-- tnat njgll neejs are necessary for Eagle MiningThe
Claim,
Sukie, Jr. Mining
hold
to
was
ing
decided
It
regular
Santa Fe county. The saloon licen- r.igly beautitui."
held a meeting at which permanent
dancing. And those who have studied Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
at ses are not included
every
evening
Friday
meetings
The
this.
in
athletics and fancy dancing must have The Santiago Mining Claim, together
organization was affected. The meet- which meetin-- s following the regular counties collected as follows:
S. S. BEATTY, WELL
watched with keen pleasure and inter- - with all improvements thereon; als
the
to
was
order
temporcalled
by
ing
business, some form of entertainment
KNOWN MERCHANT, DEAD. est the well
TorBernalillo
Grant
$2,521;
$2,893;
developed chests of the thirty-fiv- e
acres of land, more or less,
will be provided by various members rance
ary chairman, W. Frank Owen. A
$2,291; Colfax $1,985;
Eddy
men who would have made Chalif or in the southeast quarter of Section 18,
was made by the executive com- of the club.
$1,790; McKinley $1,340; San Miguel veteran Soldier, Citizen and Business Gilbert or other athletic dancers "sit
Township 14 North, Range 8 East.
The followms are the charter mem $1,554; Chaves $1 543; Quay $1,498;
Man Succumbs to Effects of
mittee in charge of the Princess Bonup and take notice."
Also two dwellins houses, one ofand
Fe
of
Santa
bers
the
Roosevelt $1,363; Dona Ana $1,348;
Operatic
Fall at Age of 69.
The report showed
nie production.
fice
and assay building, safe, desks,
Guadalupe $1,296; Curry $1,145; Mora
S. S. Beatty, the veteran soldier,!
Many of the Santa Fe visitors stay- - chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
that all expenses had been paid and a Dramatic Society:
Alan R. McCord, Mrs. J. F. Curns, $885; Santa Fe $777; San Juan $668; merchant and citizen, who lived over ed over until late in the afternoon to
balance of $10.30 was turned over by
implements; one bin house with
Mrs. J. E. Clark, C. D. Miller Mrs. W. Taos $665; Union $650; Rio Arriba a quarter of a century in Santa Fe witness more dances, but others
the committee.
one elevator, one mocrusher,
LinSocorro
$470;
D. Hayes, William Hayden, W. Frank $581; Luna $502;
lie was highly respected, died parted at noon. The tallyho and tor, 15 horse-poweone roller,
Following the report on the Princoln $446; Valencia $383; Otero $326; at 9 o'clock
at his Doctor Wagner's party visited Nambe one crushes,
cess Bonnie production, it was decid- Owen, Mrs. R. L. Baca, H. R. Haacke,
morning
yesterday
one
screen, 3 feet
Sandoval
Saf-forSierra
$272.
$303;
hoi le here on Bridge street.
j Falls and
in the party climbed by 10; two sampling machines; one
ed by unanimous vote to make the August Koch, Frank Keefe, Jacob
many
Progress on Albuquerque Road.
Mrs. V. L. Beau, Mrs. Charles V.
Santa Fe Operatic and Dramatic SoAlthough he was a sufferer for some , to the sumit of the hill to get a good chain elevator; one engine, 30 horseGood
Roads Engineer C. H. Neal is
Miss
Cora
Miss
Hannish,
Safford,
of serious heart trouble the view. Harold Wagner was the first to power; two boilers, 60 horse-poweyears
ciety (permanent. The election of pertown from Thornton and reports
direct cause of Mr. Beatty's death reach the top. Mrs. Wakeley also made one feed pump; one heater with enmanent officers was next called for Moorman, Mrs. Castle, Miss Alonzo, in
La
from
Messrs. R, V. Boyle, C. L. Bowles, C. that the four miles of sand
was traced to burns he received from the ascent. The party arrived in San-- a
with the following result:
one blower; one
gine, 75 horse-poweGrim-shaBajada to below Thornton have been
fall upon a heated stove in his ta Fe shortly before 11 p. m., and it is dynamo; one force pump;
W. Frank Owen, president; William Pierce, M. Otero, E. Safford, I.
shovels,
now
construction house several weeks
Y. Loomis, R. Crichton, F. Mc- crossed and that
ago. The in- - estimated that they had traveled in picks, steel bars, tools, electric supRaymond
Hayden,
toward
work
is
pushed
Misses
being
rapidly
A. J. Teare, A. Elliott;
juries he received then were very all at least 70 miles in carriages since plies; one 100-toHaacke, secretary; Clarence Pierce, Bride,
lead furnace; one
painiui ana nis age made it impossi- - 3 o'clock yesterday morning
n
Arthurt Seligman was Josephine Grimshaw, Ritchie Selig
treasurer.
copper-furnacslag pots, set-uu
ncic unauic lu
auj nuift wcauoi. tile tor him to recover
elected business manager and the fol- man, May Spitz, Flo Moore, Mary the
bullion
wheelbar
moulds,
pots,
ling
frost had penetrated the ground
Ramona Baca, Anita Baca, NelMr. Beatty was born in Columbus,
LETTER LIST.
lowing were selecte 1 as the executive Foree,
water
air
and
rows;
steam,
pipe;
slag
1UI
lULUCO.
f
!
.1
'Lucy
in 10(1
1011, auu waa euuuclltfu lu
committee: W. Frank Owen, Mrs. R. lie Friday, Nellie Harrison, Welt-merelevator building; one motor, 15
,
District
Court.
Susan
Flossie
Sanford,
the public schools there. Before heList of letters remaining uncalled Lorse-poweL. Baca, Arthur Seligman, Alan R. Grygla,
blacksmith's shop and
In the district court for Torrance
Amelia McFie, Gene Shewell,
coming of age, however, he moved for in the postofllce at Santa Fe, N. matte housv,--, blacksmith tools. aDvil,
McCord and Charles U. Miller. Mrs.
w.
was
u
ny
tiled
suit
county,
Ruth
today
to
Iowa and at tne outbreak of the M., for the week ending Jan. 22, 1910.
V. L. Bean was elected pianist. Upon Stella Sloan, Dorothy Griffin,
15
horse
Maud Hancock, Delazier vs. the ort bmithwell Drill civil War enlisted in the Union If not called for within two weeks bellows, crusher; motor,
motion, the executive committee was Green, Julia Jaffa, L.
furnace
power;
reverbatory
building;
for
Company,
Crichton.
asking
E.
Manufacturing
Mrs.
A.
Cheshire,
army He served witn distinction in they will be sent to the dead letter
instructed to have a copy of the con- L.
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
Postmaster is Married
Joseph $600 damages and return of purchase Company H 7th Iowa regiment. At office at Washington:
drawn up in
stitution and
iron
kiln; dust flume with
drill
the
of
that
$534,
Guadaalleging
price
close
at
the
of the war he moved to
Haile,
such shape so that the same could be Dobbins, postmaster
Dreamy.
Creammy
Bishop
one
one
railroad
stock;
30
scales,
wagon
a
60
a
to
to
failed
feet day
to drill
Kansas and soon afterward married
and Miss Silvia Powers
Benner, C. W.
signed by all members of the organ- lupe county,
scale, and three platform scales; one
Rosa depth of 400 feet as had been repre- - Miss Victoria Brown of New York
at
Santa
week
married
were
last
motion
Mr.
J.
ization at the next meeting. By
Boyd.
stone water tank and cooler;
two
sented it would.
state. Later on he decided to come
Boulden, Mr. P. W., (2).
it was decided that no active member by Rev. J. L. Freeman.
water
iron
connect-,- ,
water
tanks;
pipe
Name
west
farther
Changed.
and
Corporation
erected
of
the
many
Silver Citv Votes Bonds for School
of the organiaztion should pay any
Crossly, Miss Carrie, (3).
ing with town water works; also pipe
Territoriay Secretary Nathan Jaffa dining houses irom Kansas City
Silver City by a vote of 262 to 12
Cross, Mr. Dolha.
dues and the dues for honoray memline connecting with spring on Wil-liso- n
this
which
to
he
through
Territory
Florence.
bers were fixed at $5 a year. The has voted to issue bonds to the
Crossley,
mile in
property about one-hal- f
Us
Company of Roswell, changing
finally came to live before a railroad
school
Crossley, Miss Irine. (2).
one frame barn; also various
Gross-Mille- r
secretary was instructed to extend amount of $25,000 for a public
length;
was
Com
to
built.
name
corporation
Capti, Mr. T. L.
mining machinery and improvements
through the columns of the New Mex- house.
pany. Jacob N. Gross is president,
He engaged in the mercantile busiwho
one
Mr. Roy.
to
an
ican
invitation
Cook,
located on above named mining claims
every
and
Fred
ness
Miller, secretary.
and had a large grocery store on
"The Lion and the Mouse," one of
Cross, Mr. Arthur.
cares, to join the organization either
and the property of said The Consolstreet.
burned
This,
however,
Bridge
Mrs. Harry.
as an active or honorary member. All the most popular of American plays, BERT PHILLIPS HAS
idated Mining & Smelting Company.
Hughes,
.down in 1903 and he erected another,
at
Theater
Elks
the
will
be
can.
Miss
Beth.
make
to
presented
It beine intended to sell all of the
Foster,
application
wishing
join
RETURNED TO PAINTING.) one on the opposite side of the street, j
D. D.
Mr.
Terrell,
belonging to the defendant,
property
nine
About
years ago he retired from
Gutierez, Senorite Sesarita.
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
The Famous Artist Has Been Given active business.
Granado, Sr., Angel.
Leave of Absence as Forest
Company, of whatever kind or characMr. Beatty took a prominent part
Hopper, Mr. Mack.
ter, save and except such property as
Ranger.
in the affairs of his church, the Meth
Mr. and Mrs.
was by the decree of foreclosure renHoward,
odist Episcopal, and was always ready?
King Stock Co.
dered in the above cause found by the
The Taos Valley News speaks as to assist in any movement for the
Keith, Mr. Albert.
Court and decreed to belong to the
follows of Bert G. Phillips, the artist, advancement of his religion, he was
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
Lujan, Mr. Camito Romero y.
well konwn in Santa Fe:
a member of the G. A. R. and its memNew Mexico, and reference to said deMeyer, Miss Nina.
"One of the most pleasant items bers highly esteemed him for his fine
Miller, Mr. C. B.
cree is hereby made for a description
that can be made a part of this col- character. Mr. Beatty was also a
of said property belonging to said
McAuley, Mr. Chas. E.
umn is the return of Bert G. Phillips member of the I. O. O. F. As a busiMontoya, Mr. Jauauin.
tank.
to that field of work to which he so ness man he was regarded as prosperMayes, Walter W.
has
Said property will be sold at the
Mr.
ous and his judgment good.
Phillips
eminently belongs.
Miss Delurdes.
Naranjo,
and place aforesaid, for the purtime
secured leave of absence from his forMr. Beatty suffered much in recent
O'Connell, Dr.
pose of satisfying the said plainiff
estry service to try his eyes in this years from heart disease and it was
Becht, Mr. F. H.
and the owners or holders of the
work. It was overwork which com- during an attack of heart trouble it
Romero, Mrs. Biatris D.
bonds and coupons of said defendant.
pelled him to get away from the is thought he lost control of himseli!
Reneas, Senora Trinidad Valencia.
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
studio for a time, and be out of doors and fell heavily on a hot stove in his
Shmall, Mr. Lewis.
and away from the confining work of parlor suffering injuries which provCompany, outstanding, amounting to
Kahl, Gustav.
tlK' sum of two hundred and sixty-si- x
the painter. We sincerely hope that ed fatal.
Smont, Miss Clara E.
the rest has revivified him to that exthousand dollars ($266,000),
and
Mr. Beatty leaves three children,
Seballos, Senor Magdalino.
tent that he may from now on devote two daughters, Mrs. Bessie Towne,
which said sum, together with interSena. Damiano.
himself to the canvas and brush. In
est thereon at the rate of six per cent
residing here and Miss Lida Beatty,
Salazar, Ruben.
the studio once occupied by Mr. Couse of Columbus, Ohio, and one son, Sinper annum from the date of said deSalazar, Sr.. Du Juan J.
cree until paid, was decreed to be a
and last summer by Mr. Berninghaus, clair Beatty, superintendent of the
Mr. Phillips is at work, and on his Braden
first lien upon the property hereinThompson, Mr. O. J.
Copper Company at Granero,
invitation we entered it the other Chile, South America.
Vigil, Miss Gertrude.
before described, together with the
Warner, Mr. Carl.
costs herein to be taxed, and other
morning. The painting that greeted
The Funeral.
us was a winter scene in the Sangre
Winans, Miss Gertie.
allowances, expenses and disburseThe funeral will take place at 2:30
de Cristo Mountains with the inevit- o'clock tomorrow afternoon from
Youngston, Mr. A. F.
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
In calling for these letters please the Court; and the undersigned Speable Indian figure in the foreground. Wagner's chapel. Interment will be
The study simply fascinated us. In its made in Fairview cemetery where the tate whether "advertised" or not
cial Master, for the purpose of satisS. B. GRIMSHAW,
strength and its fitness, its pictures-quenes- members of the G. A. R. will conduct
fying said decree, and by virtue of the
i
and its fidelity, with the the services.
Postmaster.
I
authority vested in him, will, at the1
time and place in this Notice speciheavy coat of snow, the winter for:
The seals and recora took? for no- The Spanish edition of the 1909 fied, offer for sale and sell at public
If est, the perfect light, the touch of life
it appealed to us with vital force. The taries public for sale by the New Laws of New Mexico are now ready auction to the highest bidder for cash,
picture is called The Hunter, and Mexican Printing Company at very for delivery. Price: Paper cover. In accordance with the terms of said
shows an Indian on snowshoes crouch- reasonable rates. Seals for lncornor-- $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep. decree, the said real and personal
ing behind a large aspen tree, ahead, ated companies are also handled. Call $4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address property.
F. J. OTERO. .
just coming out of the aspen forest Is at or address the New Mexican Prints all orders to The New Mexican Print
SCENE. PROM ACT IV, THE LION AND THE MOUSE."
an elk. The picture shows a great ex-- ing Company, Ssnta Fe. New Mexico, ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
Special Master;
-
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has been just completed at Kermit.
Cold Wave Coming
The cold wave
thiit is to arrive at Santa Fe tomorrow
started on the Pacific coast and is
(Continued From Page Five.)
due to arrive on the Atlantic coast
on
Zero weaker is preThursday.
H.
YanStone spent Saturday
George
dicted for southeastern Xew Mexico
at
Moriarty.
V
Civil Engineer Wendell V. Hall has and Oklahoma.
Real Estate
Operator Arrested
returned home from a trip to the
IVii D. Seeley, a real estate operator
valley.
Mrs. George W. Prichard will be at Kenna, Chaves county, was arresthome to callers on the first and third ed at Albuquerque and may be taken
back to Roswell to answer charges in
Tuesdays of each month.
H. Maddox of Animas, was an ar- - relation to drawing three checks for
- - this noon. ?1 (i each on the Kenna Banking and
i rival at the Palace hotel
O. L. Owen of Clovis, was among Trust Company.
-Committee
the arrivals this noon to attend the tive committee to Report The execuof the Santa Fe OperMasonic reunion.
atic and Dramatic Company will give
M. C. Stewart, the efficient and poptheir decision at the next meeting as
ular sheriff of Eddy county, and who to the
right play to be presented by
is well known among old timers, is the
company. It is thought that the
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
kept busy shaking hands today. He is next production will be a musical
here to attend the Masonic reunion.
ALL'KIND OF BREAD, PIES
CLASS.
comedy to be given the latter part
County School Superintendent John of February or
CAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc.. ON
early in March.
V. Conway was called to Cerrillos this
AT ALL TIMES. AND WE WILL FILL
Applicants for Teachers' Certifibusimorning on very urgent school
cates County School Superintendent
YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING SPECIAL
ness. If the weather is favorable he John V. Conway
requests that all
will make the circuit of all the south- applicants having taken the last
ern school districts before returning county examinations for teachers' cerhome.
tificates
call on Superintendent of
Phone N.o 4.
Page B. Otero, of the mounted po- Public Instruction J. E. Clark, as
lice force, took Banker Jasper N. Mr. Conway himself will be absent
Broyles to Albuquerque yesterday to from the city for several days.
Healthseeker Dies Miss Florence
testify tday in the district court
there. Broyles is serving a term in Stilwald, who spent some time here
the penitentiary for wrecking his as a healthseeker and then returned
to her home in Amherst, Ohio, died
bank at San Marcial.
there Wednesday according to advices received by friends here. Miss
Stiwald was quite popular in Santa
Fe society and regret wi expressed
at her death by those who knew her.
(Continued From Hage 'Two.)
Three Deaths
at Roswell SaturW. N. Townsend & Co. Attention day's Roswell Record tells of three
New
is called to the new advertisement of deaths in that city: W. H. Rimsnider,
W. N. Townsend & Co., in today's is- aged 26, who succumbed to tuberculosis, and who is a native of Madison.
sue.
EfSlD
Business Meeting The Masons will Wisconsin; Leora Driisilla
Butler,
hold a business meetjng in their aged 3 years, 4 months who died of
rooms
at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow pneumonia, and Mrs. James Martin,
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
aged 20 years, who became a mother
morning.
Two Deaths at Albuquerque Merle a few days ago and whose baby preRichmond, aged 35 years, of Colorado ceded her to the grave.
They Are Coming More settlers
Springs, died at Albuquerque, leaving
a wife and child. A. F. Wuench of for New Mjfexico! The advantages
of this country have attracted South
Academic and Preparatory Courses
Denver, an Elk, died on Saturday.
Dakotans and today a party came to
He
Liked
the
Frank
Special
form Separate Departments
the city to file on land near Las Vethis
of
formerly
city, writes
BOAR OlNG and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Prospectus
from Eureka, Kansas: "I was much gas. In the party were Mrs. S. P.
pleased with your New Year's number Levison, Miss M. Levison, and H. A.
Studies resumed September 1st.
and it is a splendid and' valuable Levison, of Viborg, South Dakota,
BROTHER HERMES. President
'write-up- '
of Santa Fe and New Mex- and Ole C. Peterson of Irene, South
Dakota.
They will take up 160
ico."
Educators See Dance Superintend acres each.
It is Not
ent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark
Halley's Comet The
and President Garrison of the New comet which Santa Fe has observed in
Mexico College of Agriculture and j the west for the past week or more, is
Mechanic Arts were at San Udefon-s- o not Halley's comet, but a mysterious,
yesterday and witnessed the In- unexpected newcomer, who has been
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
dian dances.
labled Comet A of 1910. An analysis
Towns
to Be Consolidated The of the photographic observations made
The
Merry-Go-Rou- nd
towns of Kermit and Plateau, Roose- at the Lowell Observatory at FlagA.T CORDOVA'S
ONGALISTEO STRKET velt county are to be consolidated. staff, Ariz., shows that the new body
&
Prof. KLAVIOJSILVA Proprietor
Plateau is to be moved to the newer differs greatly from comets in general.
Telephone No 149 Red
5c A Ride 5c.
town of Kermit. Those who bought The usual comet consists of very
HOURS-Week2 to 9 p. m.
lots in Plateau will be given lots at bright series of hydrocarbon bands,
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
Sunday 1 to 9 p. m.
Kermit in exchange. A 20 room hotel but the comet now visible shows verj

No. 4
CASH
BAKER
GKOCEliY

Personal Mention

light hydrocarbon bands with a pair
of intensely bright sodium lines. The
striking orange color of the comet
head, as observed in various parts of
the couitry, is said to be due to incandescent sodium vapor.

No 4

AXD

rOPERS

BARRED AS TEACHERS.

Es-tani-

7 Bars Diamond "C"

25c

6
9

25c
25c

" Pear White " "Teepee" a good soap

Dont

(Continued From Page One)
for which a hatchery would be selected by the U. S. fish commissioner.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today appointed the following notaries
public: W. W. Mayes, Tucuincari,
Quay county; Benjamin Bio, Bibo,
Valencia county; Conrad X. Hilton,
San Antonio,
Gaston D.
Socorro;
Bruce, Cloud Quay county.
Wants to Do Business in New Mexico.
The International Fire Insurance
Company of Fort Worth, Texas, has
applied to the insurance department
for the necesssary papers to apply
for admission into New Mexico. This
company began business October 12,
1909, with an authorized capitl of
$500,000, of which $204,200 had been
paid in together with a surplus of

HND
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St Michael's
Santa Fe,

College

$105,563,
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NECESSARY JANUARY

CLEARANCE SALE

You can easily understand that in a
business like our's it's quite impossible to tell beforehand exactly how
many suits and overcoats we shall
sell; if we could do it, we would buy
more than enough; a clothing store
without any clothes in it, sold out
clean, would be a funny store.
We always have a surplus; must
have; and we always, about this time
of the winter, try to dispose of this
unsold surplus by quoting special low
prices on it. It's bad policy in such
a business as this to carry winter
goods over till next fall; we don't do

ium.hu in

A

mutoh--

h

on the day it began

000 including

400 southerns. Market
ten cents lower. Native steers $4.75
(&7.10;
Southern steers $4.25(5 6;
southern cows $2.754.50;
native
cows and heifers $2.606; stockers
and feeders $3.255.25; bulls $3.25
5; calves $3.758.75; western steers
$4.50 6.50; western cows $3 It 5.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
5 lower.
Bulk $8.558.45;
heavy
$S.408.50; packers and butchers
$S.208.45; light $S8.35; pigs $6.75

(i 7.75.
Sheep
Receipts 8,000. Market 5
to 10 lower. Muttons
$5.406; lambs
$7(g8.20; fed western wethers and
yearlings $57.50; fed western ewes

$4.755.75.

Chicago, Jan. 24. Cattle Receipts
Market weak to ten lower.
Beev'es $4.10750
Texas iteers

27,000.

$3.804.85; western steers $46;
stockers and feeders $35.50; cows
and heifers $2.105.40; calves $7.50
9.75.

Hogs
Receipts 35,000. Market 5
lower. Light $8.10itf8.40; mixed $8.20
8.55; heavy $8.258.60; rough $8.25
8.40; good to choice heavy $8.40
8.60; pigs $7.108.10;
bulk $8.40
8.55.

Sheep
Receipts 23,000. Market
weak to ten lower. Native $45.90;
western $4 6.10; yearlings $6.758;
JACK JOHNSON IN ROLE
western
4amy. native $6.25igi8.75;
OF TEMPERANCE LECTURER. $6.258.70.
New York, Jan. 24. Jack Johnson
the champion pugilist, delivered a
If you want anything on earth try
lecture on manliness at the Colored
a
New Mexican Want Ad.
Men's branch of me Y. M. C. A.
Sobriety,
application and
again sobriety, he said, are cardinal
requisites lor uccass in life with
dievoition to one's aged mother a
close, fourth.
yes-jterda-

j

ELK'S THEATRE
MONDAY JAN. 24th
The Talk of All America

MARKET REPORT

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

&

JANUARY 24, 1910.

MONDAY,

Henry B. Harris Will Present

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Jan. 24. Call money

THE EVERLASTING SUCCESS

THE

easier 331-2- ; Prime mercantile paMexican
dollars 44;
per
Amalgamated 821-2- ; Atchison 171-2- ;
New York Central
Southern
j
Pacific 129; Union Pacific 190; Steel
41-2-

84

LION

Pfd. 123
New York, Jan. 24. Lead quiet
46
Copper quiet, standard
spot and March 13 4
Silver
3--

1--

And the

3--

52

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Wheat Jan.
ByCHAS. KLEIN
Ill; May 109
Author of "The Third Degree"
Corn Jan. 631-4- ;
May 67.
WITH
Oats Jan. 471-4- ;
May 471-4- .
Pork Jan. 20.00; May 20.50.
k Carefully Selected Company
Lard Jan. 11.85; May 11.571-2- .
AND
Ribs Jan. 11.50; May 11.171-2- .
January pork showed a net loss of A COMPLETE PRODUCTION
ninety cents a barrel at the close of 3 Years in New York 3 Years
trading.
8 Months in Chicago 8 Months
WOOL MARKET.
in B .toti-rMonths
St. Louis, Jan. 24. Wool unchang- 6 Months
PRICES
ed; territory and western mediums
2528; fine mediums 2024; fine 12
50c. 75c. $1.00 & $1.50
6

.

21.

SEATS ON SALE

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Cattle
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DRUG STORE

20 at FISCHER
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CLEARANCE SALE

it.

Hart Schaffner

1 Marx Clothes

We're going to sell what we have
left of Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes
and the other good winter things to
wear, at prices that are very seriously less than their real value. Some
of these clothes are what we call
"broken lots;" that is, we had all sizes
of each pattern at the beginning, suits
and overcoats; we've sold in the regular way all but a few 'sizes, here and
there; "broken lots."
Among them are all sizes, but probably not all sizes in any one pattern
or style. But that's your advantage;
you'll find some remarkable values
now in- Hart, Schaffner & Marx suits
and overcoats; marked down to a real

1

-

inducement-to-bu-

y

figure.

For example: Here are winter overcoats that have been' $27.50, $25.00,
$22.50, now to be sold

at

$17.50.

Here are winter suits, good as ever;
better than ordinary clothes, that
we've sold at $30.00, $27.50, $25.00,
now at$25.00, $21.50 and $20.00, mostly
Worsted, Scotch, Cheviots and other
high grade woolens.
You not only can well afford to buy
any of these; you can't afford not to;
they're real bargains, not merely in
name but in fact.
We also put down under this sale
other lines from $8.00 to $15.00 per
more
suit, which are worth
than that.
This store is the home of Hart,
Schaffner & Marx clothes.
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Copyright 10 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
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Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
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